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Abstract
Micro-architectured refractory metal surfaces have been recently proposed as coat-
ings for extremely high temperature applications and for plasma facing components
in the aerospace and energy industries. While ongoing research shows that such
micro-architectured coatings are capable of mitigating extreme high thermal loads
and withstanding radiation damages, very little is known about their microstructure,
thermo-mechanical properties, and failure modes. The gap raises severe concerns for
critical usage where structural integrity is of ultimate importance and restricts them
from being used in a broader array of applications. In this thesis, we aim to develop
a systematic and fundamental understanding of these aspects for tungsten micro-
architectured coatings, which have been proposed as potential grid material coatings
for ion thrusters.
A combination of advanced microstructural characterization, elevated tempera-
ture in situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micro-mechanical experiments, and
image-based crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM) simulations are uti-
lized to address these issues. It is shown that the micro-architectured tungsten coat-
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ings are composed of columnar grains with many pre-existing voids preferentially dis-
tribute along the grain boundaries. Although the voids can alleviate thermal stresses
by allowing free expansion/contraction of the coating, their effect on the mechanical
properties remains unknown and the mechanical performance of the coating needs to
be quantified.
From in situ micro-compression experiments performed from 293K to 673 K,
a strong temperature dependence of strength and deformation/failure mode were
observed, with a characteristic temperature between 573K and 673K for brittle-to-
ductile transition. Below this range of temperature, the material is very brittle with
intergranular fracture and buckling of each individual columnar grain being the pre-
dominant deformation mode, which is strongly influenced by the pre-existing voids.
With increasing temperature, the strength decreases sharply, at 673 K, the catas-
trophic failure transitions to a steady hardening response, and the structural integrity
is maintained up to 15% of engineering strain. A physics-based model is then pro-
posed to the predict strength of the coating as a function of temperature and grain
size. The CPFEM simulations incorporated with a cohesive zone model (CZM) suc-
cessfully capture the deformation mode transition and further employed to explore
the microstructure-property relations. Our simulations indicate the variation in the
crystallographic orientation of the tested micropillars primarily contribute to the ob-
served scatter in the experimentally observed of flow stress and fracture behavior.
This work provides experimental evidence that the micro-architectured tungsten
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coatings possess a combination of excellent mechanical strength, reduced internal
thermal stresses, and dramatically improved defect tolerance capability, which is
ideal for high temperature applications. Moreover, the computational framework
presented here demonstrates great potential to identify and prioritize the promising
microstructrual parameters, which eventually accelerate the future development of
such coatings.
Thesis Reader: Prof. Jaafar A. El-Awady (advisor), Prof. Somnath. Ghosh and
Prof. Kevin J. Hemker
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The reliable performance of materials subjected to extremely high temperature en-
vironments is critical for the development of future space exploration missions as well
as many other extreme environment technologies. With the revival of NASA space
programs (e.g. asteroid-capture mission in 2020s [6], and the 1st manned mission to
Mars by the 2030s), electric propulsion and ion thrusters have received renewed at-
tention as cost effective systems that requires less weight than conventional chemical
propulsion systems. Ion thrusters provide longer thrust duration per unit weight of
propellant, and in particular, plasma ion thrusters exhibit the highest specific im-
pulse among all electric thrusters [7]. Advanced electric propulsion technologies have
achieved a hight level of maturity and thus have been used for planet orbiting, ren-
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dezvous missions, and sample return missions [8–10]. However, such missions can
take 1-10 years and require materials that can withstand radiation damage for this
duration of time.
Figure 1.1 shows a schematic of an electrostatic ion thruster. A propellant typ-
ically Xenon gas is first injected into the chamber where it is ionized by the bom-
bardment/collision of high energy electrons. Negative charged electrons are emitted
from the neutralizer; positive charged ions are extracted and accelerated by a set of
positive and negative grids through the electrostatic field. The linear motion of the
ions develops a thrust force that propels the spacecraft. During this process, the
surface of the ion thruster accelerator grid (the negative grid in Figure 1.1) is where
most sever damage is expected. This damage is mostly associated with erosion due
to sputtering from direct ion beam impingement and charge-exchange ion bombard-
ment [11, 12]. Therefore, in order to prolong the life expectancies of these thrusters,
there is a need for coatings that have low sputter rates and can withstand extreme
thermo-mechanical loads while maintaining appropriate structural integrity to assure
the integrity of the mission and prolong the life-expectancies of these thrusters.
Refractory metals, such as tungsten (W) and its alloys, are primary candidate
materials for coating structural components in extreme thermal and radiation envi-
ronments. The particular interest in tungsten alloys arises from the fact that they
have the highest melting point of all metals (∼ 3410 ◦C) as well as their high thermal
mass, which makes them ideal for radiative cooling [13]. In addition, W shows a
2
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Figure 1.1: A schematic of an electrostatic ion thruster with a brief illustration of the work-
ing principle. Image is adopted from Wikipedia https://en.wiki pedia.org/wiki/Ion_thruster
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reduced wall erosion due to low physical sputtering rates [14]. Tungsten also demon-
strates very high strengths [15]; however, the low ductility of W at room temperature
and subsequently the high ductile-to-brittle transition temperature (DBTT) limits
its formability. Nevertheless, ongoing studies have shown that the room temperature
ductility of W can be improved by adding TiC and/or by processing ultrafine grain
W [16, 17].
Nanocrystalline tungsten has been shown to demonstrate high strength, improved
ductility, excellent wear resistance, and good thermo-mechanical performance due to
its intrinsic microstructure characteristics [18–22]. These favorable properties can be
utilized in many potential applications including high-temperature devices [21], as
absorbing layers and mirrors in an X-ray field, and as diffusion barriers in semicon-
ductor interconnect layers [22]. However, nanocrystalline tungsten has an inherent
instability due to the high volume fraction of grain boundaries. Rapid grain growth
and coarsening is typically observed as the temperature increases, which limits the
practical applicability of these materials in sustained high temperature applications
[23, 24]. A number of studies are currently progressing to develop methods to sta-
bilize the W nanostructure by introducing alloying elements to slow the process of
grain growth in these materials [25]. Thus, ultrafine-grained (UFG) metals are a
promising candidate since they are a good combination of the desirable properties
from nanocrystalline and coarse-grained counterparts. However, it has been shown
that the basic thermo-mechanical processing results in grain sizes that are ∼ 5-10 µm,
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and it is currently not possible to produce with grain size smaller than 1 µm [26].
Recent advances in surface and microstructural engineering have led to the de-
velopment of micro-architectured (or micro-patterned) refractory metal coatings us-
ing chemical vapor deposition (CVD) and/or powder metallurgy techniques [27].
Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the top surface of such micro-
patterned coatings are shown in Figure 1.2. These CVD coatings are metallurgically
bonded to the base material and the size, shape, and density of the grown micropat-
terned surfaces can be controlled by changing the pressure and temperature settings
during the CVD process. It is also possible to deposit these micro-patterned coatings
having various geometries in a reproducible manner [2]. This technique can be ap-
plied to virtually any refractory metal that can be deposited by CVD (e.g. rhenium,
tungsten, tantalum, niobium, molybdenum, and various refractory metal alloys).
One of the advantages of these coatings is that the thermal stresses that develops
in these coatings are small as compared to their continuous coating counterparts since
the individual micro-patterned structures of these coatings are less confined than the
continuous surface coatings, which make them less prone to micro-cracking. While
ongoing research shows that such surfaces are capable of mitigating high thermal loads
[28], there is very little known about the microstructure of these micro-patterned
structures, their thermo-mechanical properties, deformation, and subsequent failure.
Another advantages of such coatings over their flat surface counterparts is that
the unique architecture results in a large surface to volume ratio, which aids in vol-
5
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 1.2: SEM micrographs of fabricated micro-architectured coatings: (a) heavy tung-
sten over rhenium; (b) light tungsten over rhenium; (c) coarse nodular tungsten; (d) fine
nodular tungsten; (e) heavy molybdenum over rhenium; and (f) light molybdenum over
rhenium [2].
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umetrically distributing the incident heat flux more efficiently. Thus, these coatings
exhibit improved high thermal heat load capacity and are less prone to failure under
extreme temperatures [29–31]. In addition, due to the high melting point of tungsten
(3410 ◦C), these coatings can be used for a wide range of applications with minimal
erosion due to ablation or melting. These coatings have been demonstrated to be
capable of mitigating extremely high thermal heat (well above 2500 ◦C) [28]. Another
advantage of such micro-architectured coatings is their ability to reduce erosion due
to sputtering [28, 32]. This reduced erosion rate is attributable to the non-planar
surface topography. Ongoing research to measure the sputter erosion rates of micro-
architectured coatings have shown that the quartz crystal microbalance frequency
slope, which is directly proportional to a sputtering erosion rate, decreases by 20
to 40% as compared to that of flat surface bulk tungsten [33]. This decrease in the
erosion rate can be explained physically by considering the increased likelihood of ma-
terial recapturing and redepositing due to geometric trapping. This is schematically
shown for tungsten micro-patterned coating in Figure 1.3(b). As tungsten surface
atoms are knocked out by an incident ion from the surface of the coating, there is a
high probability that these atoms will be re-deposited at the surface of a neighbor-
ing micro-patterns due to the irregular micro-patterned shapes and large surface to
volume ratio.
The use of micro-architectured refractory metal coatings is already on the rise in a
number of high temperature applications. High-emittance micro-patterned rhenium
7
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: SEM micrographs of a W cauliflower-like micro-patterned coating: (a) top
view; (b) 3D view showing the W curds grown vertically from the substrate. Yellow dots and
arrows show schematically sputtered tungsten atoms being redeposited on their neighbors.
coatings are being applied to tungsten cathodes used in high-wattage (up to 8000
W) mercury short arc lamps (see Figure 1.4(a)) for semiconductor microlithogra-
phy. The ultra high surface area micro-patterned rhenium coating (see Figure 1.4(b))
acts to significantly increases thermal radiation. The operating temperature of these
components is 2700 ◦C with a lifetime of ∼ 100,000 hours.
Thin micro-patterned rhenium coatings are also applied to the outer surface
of radiation-cooled, iridium-lined rhenium combustion chambers used for satellite
propulsion systems, which operates at a peak temperature of 2200 ◦C (see Figure
1.4(c)). Rhenium micro-patterned coatings are also used on the outside of chemical
rocket engines to help keep the walls cool and minimize thermal soakback [2]. Cool-
ing the walls enablesthe operating temperature of the gases to be increased, which in
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turn increases the engine performance. It is also interesting to note that in the 1970’s,
micro-patterned tungsten coatings having a WO3 amorphous outer layer were first
developed as solar-absorbing and enhanced photothermal energy collection coatings
[34, 35].
(b)
(a) (c)
Figure 1.4: (a) Mercury short arc lamp. (b) High-emittance micro-patterned rhenium
coating. (c) Chamber during hot-firing of Aerojet liquid apogee engine (peak surface tem-
perature: 2200 ◦C [2]). Figures are adopted from http://ultramet.com
Finally, while ongoing research shows that such micro-patterned surfaces are ca-
pable of mitigating high thermal loads with low sputtering rates, there is very little
known about the microstructure of these coatings, their thermo-mechanical
properties, deformation, and failure . Current thesis work is targeting on de-
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veloping a systematic knowledge and fundamental understanding on these aspects
through advanced material characterization techniques, in situ micro-mechanical ex-
periments, as well as microstructure based computational simulations. Eventually,
the proposed integrated experimental-numerical approach will help in accelerating
the future development of such coatings.
1.2 Short Background on Microscale Exper-
iments Using Nanoindentaion Based Te-
chniques
Studies on the micro-mechanical response of metals with reduced dimensions can
be traced back to 60 years ago. In one of the most earliest studies, Brenner grew
metallic whiskers with diameters ranging from a few micrometers to tens of microm-
eters and length of a few millimeters, and then tested them using an ad-hoc tensile
apparatus [36, 37]. It was shown that whiskers with diameter less than a few microm-
eters exhibited a high resolved shear strength up to 2-6% of the shear modulus, which
is close to the theoretical limit. With an increase in size, the average strength was
observed to decrease linearly with respect to the inverse of diameter with increased
scattering. Although Brenner’s study provided a unique insight into size effects in
metals, his experimental method is limited to whisker geometries.
10
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Around the same time, Suzuki et al. [38] tested single crystal copper with diame-
ters ranging from 60 micrometers to 1 millimeter, and showed that with a decrease in
sample dimension, the range of easy glide increases and work-hardening rate in this
regime decreases. In contrast, work-hardening in the rapid hardening regime is less
affected by sample size but strongly dependent on crystal orientation. They rational-
ized the observations by introducing the concept of mean free path of dislocations.
The advent of surface nanoindentation techniques have allowed for easy and fast
extraction of micro-mechanical properties of materials [39, 40]. In traditional inden-
tation testing, a maximum load is set for each experiment, and imaging of indentation
impression after each test is required for contact area calculation, which limits such
method only to large scale samples. Moreover, the displacement and load is not
recorded, and only hardness is determined as dividing the load by contact area. In
the 1990s, Oliver and Pharr [41] demonstrated a practical and robust methodology
along with associated apparatus that is able to extract both the Young’s modulus and
hardness. In this technique, a self-similar 3-sided pyramid Berkovich tip is used, and
this well-defined geometry allows contact area to be determined by indentation depth
using the so-called area function. During nanoindentation, the indenter exerts a force
with resolution below 0.1 µN on the sample surface, while recording the displacement
data with a resolution around 0.1 nm. The modulus can then be back calculated
based on the experimentally measured contact stiffness during unloading through lin-
ear elastic analysis. Alternatively, continuous stiffness measurement (CSM), which is
11
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achieved by superposing a small harmonic force during the indentation, can also be
used to sense the contact stiffness during the loading [42]. CSM enables the quan-
tification of mechanical properties as a function of depth even less than 50 nm below
the sample surface.
It should be noted self-similar nanoindentation techniques induce a non-uniform
and complex stress state on the material, which leads to inhomogenous geometrically
necessary dislocations (GNDs) evolution to accommodate the plastic strain gradient
[43]. This leads to difficulties in resolving fundamental dislocation mechanisms, which
are commonly investigated in uni-axial stress state tests. Moreover, as the deformed
region is embedded in the bulk sample or thin film, surface nanoindentation does not
easily allow for the exploration of deformation mechanisms associated with reduced
sample dimensions.
To address such issues and to enable the study of plasticity in small volumes, Uchic
et al. [44] developed a new experimental methodology by combining focused ion beam
(FIB) fabrication with a slightly modified nanoindentaion technique [45]. The FIB
was used to fabricate cylindrical or rectangular specimens with diameters ranging
from a few hundreds of nanometers to tens of micrometers within the surface of a
bulk crystal sample. The test is carried out on a conventional nanoindenter outfitted
with a flat punch, so that recorded load-displacement data could be converted to a
uniaxial engineering stress-strain curve in a straightforward manner.
Inspired by this seminal work of Uchic et al. [44], a large number of small-scale
12
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mechanical experiments have been subsequently performed to study different aspects
of the deformation of micron-sized specimens on many different material systems
[46–48]. Kiener et al. [49] extended the idea and presented a method to conduct
tensile testing at micro- and nano-scales. The miniatured samples and tensile grippers
were fabricated using FIB, and a nanoindention system is used to apply a tensile
force. For accurate alignment between specimen and the gripper, the experiments
were conducted inside of a secondary electron microscope (SEM). Later, to directly
observe dislocation evolution in submicron-sized crystals, in situ experiments inside
of an transmission electron microscope (TEM) have also been carried out [50–53].
Beyond micro-scale unixial compression/tension experiments, Di Maio and Roberts
[54] performed micro-scale fracture toughness measurements on coatings using micro-
cantilever beams and nanoindentation. The micro-beams were fabricated using FIB
and were made with a sharp pre-notch near the fixed end. A point or load was then
applied on the free end of cantilever. The fracture toughness/stress intensity factor
is finally calculated by inserting the experimentally measured maximum load into a
numerical model and solving the linear elastic problem using either the boundary-
element method (BEM) [54] or finite element method (FEM) [55, 56]. This approach
was then used to measure the fracture toughness of different coatings [55, 57] and
also applied to quantify the fracture behavior of local microstructrual features (e.g.,
grain boundary properties [58, 59]). More recently, combining cantilever geometry
and small harmonic oscillations exerted by a nanoindenter, Lavenstein et al. [60] also
13
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developed a micro-scale high frequency fatigue testing methodology to quantify crack
initiation and fatigue damage at the small scale.
Recently developments in micro-mechanical testing have also enabled small-scale
studies to be performed at cryogenic [61, 62] and elevated temperatures [63–65], as
well as at high strain rate [66–68]. New approaches that incorporate testing in an en-
vironmental SEM have also led to the in situ investigation of hydrogen embrittlement
[69, 70].
1.3 Computational Techniques for Modeling
Metallic Materials
The evolution of imperfections inside crystalline solids is a multi-scale problem
that involves physical processes that span multiple temporal and spatial scales. Due
to computational limitations, it is not practical to utilize a single computational
technique for all time and length scales; thus, multiple computational techniques,
each addressing a single time/length scale, have been developed as shown in Figure
1.5.
One of the well-established simulation methods at the finest time/length scales
in computational material science is density functional theory (DFT), which is based
upon Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [71]. The major applications of DFT calculations
is to predict materials properties (e.g., modulus, crystal structure, etc.) [72] and
14
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Figure 1.5: Computational and experimental techniques for a variety of length and time
scales. This image is courtesy of Prof. Jaafar El-Awady.
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to develop interatomic potentials that can then be used for higher length scale for
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [73]. The major limitation for such simulations
is not the complexity of physics, but the size of simulation volume, which is limited
to a few hundreds of atoms.
MD simulations have been widely used to study deformation mechanisms in ma-
terials and typically can model systems up to a few hundred nanometers in size over
time intervals of a few microseconds at most. The trade-off is that the electron
structure is neglected, and an interatomic potential function is used to describe the
interaction between atoms. In MD simulations, atomic arrangement and evolution
are explicitly described, which allows for the investigation of a wide range of defects,
such as dislocation nucleation [74], twin formation [75] and propagation [76], diffusion
[77], grain boundary activities [78, 79].
On the other hand, discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD) simulations originate
from the observation that atoms in a perfectly arranged lattice do not contribute
to plasticity, and dislocations can be idealized as lines without considering the exact
atomic details of their core space [80]. Using this idea, DDD has emerged as a powerful
coarse-grained method that allows simulations of volumes up to tens of micrometers
which the aligns with length scale probed by micro-mechanical experiments [81? , 82].
In their simplest form, DDD simulations rely on stress/force calculations of discretized
dislocation segments/nodes and mobility laws extracted from atomistic simulations.
At each time step, forces on each dislocation node/segment are first computed using
16
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the linear elastic theory that comprises the elastic interaction of each dislocation in
the simulation volume and an externally applied stress field. The total force is then
resolved on the dislocation slip system and used to calculate velocity based on the
mobility law. During this process, topological evolutions (e.g., junction formation,
dislocation annihilation) that enable strain hardening/softening are directly modeled.
Unlike other N-body simulations, dislocation density increases dramatically when the
material is plastically strained, and the current computational power limits 3D DDD
simulations to a few percent of strain. One triumph of DDD simulation has been
credited to elaborate the long-debated interplay between sample size and dislocation
density in dislocation-mediated plasticity [83]. Recent progress has been focused on
improving computational efficiency by using a sub-cycling method [84] and graphic
processing unit (GPU) acceleration [85] as well as incorporating dislocation interac-
tion with various of types of defects such as grain and twin boundaries [86, 87].
Crystal plasticity (CP) finite element method (FEM) is another powerful tool that
can probe larger volumes and time scales than DDD. In this method, FEM is used to
solve a boundary value problem (BVP), which enables the consideration of complex
loading/boundary conditions and geometries. On the other hand, crystal plastic-
ity theory provides a mathematical description of material constitutive responses.
During the past three decades, a considerable amount of improvement in CP tho-
ery has been made to incorporate more physics and microstructral details. Recent
progress includes the development of models that explicitly consider dislocation evo-
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lution [88, 89], deformation twinning [90, 91], and interface mechanisms to account
the dislocation pile up and transmission at grain/twin boundaries [92]. Beyond these
advancements in CP models, the emergence of image-based CPFEM framework is
another powerful extension of CPFEM that investigates microstructure-property re-
lationships and guides material designs [93]. In this method, simulation volumes are
statistically reconstructed from experimentally measured crystallographic morpholog-
ical information. These material microstructural information are commonly obtained
by combining electron back scatter diffraction (EBSD) and 3D serial sectioning te-
chniques [94]. Finally, it is worthwhile to point out the development of robust mesh
algorithm/software and locking-free formulation for linear tetrahedron element (C3D4
or TET4) [95] are also the key progresses of this framework.
1.4 Thesis Objectives and Organization
The objective of this thesis is to provide a systematic and fundamental under-
standing of the microstructure, thermo-mechanical properties and their correlation
with one another for the W micro-architectured coatings. First, the microstructure
and surface morphology of these coatings will be discussed. The coating local re-
sponse is then investigated using micro-mechanical testing techniques as a function of
temperatures. These experiments are carried out in situ inside an SEM, with a focus
on micro-tension, micro-cantilever deflection, and micro-compression studies, which
are performed from 293-673 K. In parallel, quasi-3D statistically equivalent virtual
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microstructures were generated based on the experimental characterization. Image-
based crystal plasticity finite element method (CPFEM) simulations coupled with the
cohesive zone model are then performed to rationalize experimental observations and
develop better understanding of the microstructure-property relationship.
In Chapter 2, the materials and experimental methods of the investigation are
discussed. Microstructural and morphological characterizations of the W micro-
architectured coating are first presented. The focused ion beam machining procedures
and recipes for micro-compression/tension specimen fabrication are then introduced.
Details regarding the micro-mechanical testing apparatus with attention to issues re-
lated to high temperature during experiments are then discussed. Finally, techniques
and necessary corrections that are applied in post-processing of load-displacement are
introduced.
In Chapter 3, the experimental results and discussion of the micro-mechanical
response on the W coatings are presented in two steps. First, the effect of sample size
and aspect ratio on the mechanical responses and failure mode at room temperature
are elucidated. The temperature-dependent deformation is then explored. Finally, a
physics-based model to predict the flow stress of tungsten microcrystals is proposed
based on the present work and micro-mechanical studies in literature.
To obtain a quantitative understanding of the experimental results and to eluci-
dates deformation mechanisms in the coating, a computational framework that uti-
lizes image-based CPFEM simulations is presented in Chapter 4. Efforts to construct
19
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a statistically equivalent representative 3D polycrystalline microstrucure, develop a
constitutive relationship, generate a mesh, and incorporate a cohesive surface/contact
are also described. Utilizing this framework, roles of crystallographic texture, grain
boundary properties, and microstructure are quantified.
Finally, in Chapter 5, a summary of the present thesis work including key results
and findings are listed. To conclude, future work/directions that build on this work
are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Materials and Experimental
Techniques
The unique properties of micro-architectured coatings originate from their so-
phisticated microstructure. In order to understand their mechanical properties, a
prior knowledge on the microstructure is the first and most critical step. This chap-
ter introduces the micro-architectured coatings considered in this study and sum-
marizes the experimental procedure and test apparatus, including, sample prepara-
tion, microstructural characterization/analysis, and miniature specimen fabrication
using focused ion beam (FIB). Specific details regarding the high temperature in situ
nanoindentation setup as well as best practices for accurate experimentation will be
provided.
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2.1 Materials
The as-received micro-architectured W coating were grown at Ultramet Inc. by
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) on molybdenum (Mo) circular discs. As shown
schematically in Figures 2.1(a), the discs are 10 mm in diameter and 5 mm thick
with the W coating being about 50 µm in thickness. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) micrographs of the disc are shown in Figure 2.1(b). The surface morphology
is characterized using SEM and shown in Figure 2.1(c).
A preliminary examination of small features using SEM is shown in Figure 2.2.
The surface exhibits a rough cauliflower-like architecture with “curds” having in-plane
diameters ranging from 15-30 µm. The top of one of the "curds" was then FIB milled
to reveal its internal microstructure as shown in Figure 2.2(c), and the change in slight
contrast from the SEM micrograph indicates a polycrytalline microstructure with an
in-plane grain diameter of 1-2 µm. In addition, some pre-existing voids/cracks are
also observed at grain boundaries.
2.2 Sample Preparation
To prepare the W coating surface for ion channeling contrast analysis and elec-
tron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) orientation mapping analysis, a small area with
dimensions 100 × 200 µm2 on the top surface of the coating was milled using FIB
22
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Figure 2.1: Characterization of the as-received W micro-architectured coating: (a)
schematic showing the dimensions of the as-received Mo disc coated with micro-architectured
W; (b) SEM micrograph that shows the top and side surface of the disc; (c) SEM micro-
graphs of the coating to show the surface morphology.
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Figure 2.2: SEMmicrograph of pristine and sectioned cauliflower-like architectures. (a)-(b)
Micrograph of coating surface at different magnifications. (c) Details of FIB’ed top surface,
exhibiting polycrystalline microstructure with porous distributed along grain boundaries.
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to create a flat region parallel to the surface of the W coating. A through thickness
FIB rectangular cut was also made in the middle of the sample to reveal a flat region
through the cross-section of the coating with dimensions of 10 × 20 µm2.
For microstructural characterization through the entire cross-section of the coat-
ing, a second sample was sectioned using a metallurgical low speed diamond saw then
mounted in an epoxy risen. After the epoxy was fully cured, the sample was grinded
using 800 and 1200 grit metallurgical abrasive discs followed by a 20 minute final
polishing using cloth impregnated with a 0.05 µm colloidal silica suspension. A final
ion milling step was performed before EBSD analysis using Fischione Model 1060
SEM Mill at an accelerating voltage of 5 kV for 30 minutes.
2.3 Microstructural Characterization
Ion channeling contrast micrographs of the W coating top surface and cross-section
using an accelerating voltage of 30 kV and a beam current of 93 pA are shown in Fig-
ure 2.3. For the top surface (see Figure 2.3(a)), micron-sized grains are observed along
with many pre-existing voids/cracks that are distributed along the grain boundaries.
The cross-sectional view reveals that the individual grains in each curd are elon-
gated and the pre-existing voids extend through the coating thickness along the grain
boundaries as shown in Figure 2.3(b). It should be noted that the vertical "scratches"
are attributed to the so-called FIB curtaining effect due to irregular non-flat surface.
Grain and orientation characterization was performed using a Tescan Mira3 field-
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10 mm
5 mm
(a)
(b)
Figure 2.3: FIB channeling contrast micrographs that are taken from the top and cross-
sectional surfaces of the coatings that reveal columnar-grain microstructure with pre-existing
voids locate at grain boundaries.
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emssion gun SEM (FEG-FEM) equipped with an EDAX Hikari EBSD detector. The
sample was tilted 70°with respect to the electron beam, and a working distance of
20 mm was chosen for an optimal electron backscattered pattern (EBSP) quality. A
step size of 0.1 µm was chosen in order to have at least 100 pixels within each grain
and the pattern was collected at a rate of 75 frames per second and indexed using
TEAMTM software. These parameters ensure enough exposure time for good EBSP
quality while still being able to complete a scan in a reasonable amount of time.
An EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) orientation map along with the SEM micro-
graphs of the same region before and after FIB polishing from the surface are shown
in Figure 2.4. The EBSD map reveals a multiple grains in each curd with a random
crystallographic texture. Also, many pre-existing cracks along the grain boundaries
are evident from the SEM microgrph (see Figure 2.4(b) . The black non-indexed
region is associated with the valley between individual curds.
An SEM micrograph of the cross-section of the W coating is shown in Figure 2.5.
It is observed that the coatings consist of two micro-architectured layers on the top
of a dense continuous W layer. This dense continuous W layer serves as a bonding
layer between the micro-architectured layer and the substrate. The top and second
micro-archetectured layers have thicknesses of 12 µm and 18 µm, respectively, while
bonding layer is 25 µm in thickness.
The EBSD map of the dashed area in Figure 2.5(a) is shown in Figure 2.5(b),
and it indicates that the two micro-architectured layers are predominantly composed
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50 µm
111
101001
15 µm
(a) (b)
50 µm
(c)
Figure 2.4: An SEM micrograph of the top surface of the as-received micro-architectured
W-coating is shown in (a). The area bounded by the dashed yellow box was then FIB’ed to
create a flattened surface for EBSD. The EBSD map of the 50 × 60 µm2 area indicated by
a while dashed box in (b) is shown in (c). The black regions indicate non-indexed regions
between neighboring curds or at cracks/voids along the grain boundaries.
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Figure 2.5: (a) SEM micrograph of a cross-section through the W-coating, showing two
layers of micro-architectured coatings on top of a continuous W-layer. (b) EBSD map of the
area shown by the yellow dashed box in (a). The black regions indicate non-indexed regions
at cracks/voids along the grain boundaries.
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of nontextured elongated grains that vary in height from ∼ 1 µm to the height of
the entire layer. Furthermore, many visible pre-existing cracks and voids are also
clearly observed along the grain boundaries in both the micro-architectured layers as
compared to the dense CVD-grown coatings [96]. These voids can potentially mit-
igate in-plane thermal stresses and strain incompatibilities by reducing the coating
confinement and allowing it to expand and contract more freely during cyclic thermal
loading. The deposition of two micro-architectured layers instead of a thick single
layer can potentially help achieve the desired grain size, since the grain size continu-
ously increases along the growth direction. This is evidenced by the larger grain sizes
near the top of each layer versus the smaller grain sizes near the base of each layer.
Finally, the grain size analysis is performed on a 50 × 60 µm2 area containing
∼1300 grains. The raw EBSD orientation data is first "cleaned up" through grain
dilation with a tolerance angle of 2° and minimum grain size of 10 pixels using OIM
Analysis 7 software. The grain size information is then exported, and the histogram is
generated using a bin size of 0.28 µm shown in Figure 2.6. The mean grain diameter
is 1.26 µm and the standard deviation is 0.86 µm.
2.4 Micro-specimen Fabrication
Inspired by the first micro-compression experiment by Uchic et al. [44], tremen-
dous amount of attention has been directed towards conducting micro-mechanical
testing with this cylindrical geometry to extract the thermo-mechanical properties of
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Figure 2.6: Grain size distribution for micro-architectured tungsten coating based on
EBSD IPF map from top surface. The region has a area of 50 × 60 µm2 and contains ∼
1300 grains for statistical significance. A lognormal fit to the data is also shown.
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materials. In such experiments, preparing high quality specimens is of the utmost im-
portance for obtaining reliable results. Among all the methods, FIB micro-machining
is the most widely accepted and used technique due to its high precision (on the
order of tens nanometers) and ability of fabricating samples with different geometries
having size up to tens of micrometers. Here, the fabrication process of micropillars,
micro-tensile specimens (dog bone shaped), and cantilever beams, are introduced.
2.4.1 Micropillar Fabrication
There are two commonly adopted FIB micro-machining techniques for micropillar
fabrication, namely, lathe and annular milling. In lathe milling, a large circular trench
is firstly created using a high ion beam current, which leaves a tapered column at the
center that has dimensions close to the final dimensions of the desired micropillar.
The sample surface is then tilted such that the FIB is now directed at the sidewall of
the column at an oblique angle. A rectangular pattern is then milled at the side of the
column. This process is repeated by rotating the micropillar along the column axis a
few degrees at a time until the final cylindrical geometry is achieved. This results in
a well-defined, taper-free pillar geometry. This method is typically automated using
a fiducial mark and image recognition capabilities built into the FIB software [45].
For annular milling, the ion beam is directed such that it is normal to the sample
surface and several successive concentric circular ring pattern with decrease outer and
inner diameter are utilized to gradually remove the material. The current is gradually
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reduced as the inner milling diameter starts to reach the desired pillar diameter in
order to reduce ion implantation and to better control the final taper angle.
The major advantage of lathe milling is the ability to fabricate micropillars without
taper along the height of the pillar. However, depending on the material, it should
be noted that this method lead to excessive ion exposure that may significantly affect
the mechanical properties of the material. This is particularly important for materials
that are susceptible to ion implantation, such as Fe and Mg. Hütsch and Lilleodden
[97] showed the 5 % flow strength of [1 1 0] oriented 5 µm Mg micropillars increased
from 70 to 270 MPa by switching from annular milling to lathe milling . Additionally,
regarding deformation morphology, they also reported annular-milled micropillars
show deformation by a single slip band without any surface cracking, however, lathe-
milled micropillar show a couple of fine slip bands with surface cracking. However,
for materials with larger atomic number (e.g., Ni), the two different methods yield
similar results [45, 98]. Kiener et al. [99] showed that, for Cu, the Ga concentration
reduces to less than 2 % at a depth beyond 50 nm from free surface. Furthermore,
a recent study using atom probe tomography indicates the effect of Ga implantation
is limited for Ni [100]. Thus, ion implantation is only of relevance for materials with
low atomic numbers, and it can be alleviated by carefully choosing ion beam currents
and optimizing the automation process.
Annular milling is more widely used in the community due to its quicker fabrica-
tion time and ease of implementation. However, the disadvantages include: (1) slight
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taper angles ranging from 1° to 2° are commonly observed; (2) non-uniform base ge-
ometry, which complicates the height measurement; and (3) the rounded edge. These
issues becomes more severe when the micropillar size is in the submicron region.To
alleviated such issues, square cross-section micropillars have also been introduced
[101, 102], which have two advantages: (1) the taper angle can be eliminated achieved
by tilting the stage by 1∼2°; and (2) slip trace angle measurements are straightforward
due to the planar side walls.
In the current work, all micropillars were annularly milled on a FEI DB235 FIB-
SEM dual beam workstation. The whole process involves three steps that are briefly
discussed here taking the fabrication of a D = 5 µm micropillar as an example. At
the first step, a large trench is created with an exterior diameter of 50 µm and interior
diameter of 12.5 µm using the highest available ion current (20 nA). In the second
step, similar to previous step, two ring patterns with gradually decreasing diameters
are milled using currents of 5, and 3 nA respectively. This results in a column with
diameter ∼ 5.5 µm and the desired hight. Finally, a small current of 0.5 nA is used for
final polishing to minimize the taper angle and reach the final diameter. This recipe
gives very good pillar geometry. It should be mentioned that creating a trench with
an exterior diameter of 50 µm in the first step is time consuming, but it’s necessary
in our case for following reasons: (1) avoid potential contact between punch and
trench sidewalls; (2) provides a clear viewing of the deformation process during in
situ experiments; (3) facilitates searching and aligning the micro-specimen with the
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flat punch in optical ex situ nanoindentation system where magnification is limited;
and (4) reduces redeposition of sputtered atoms on the micropillar surface.
It should be noted that the annular milling can lead to varying milling rates due
to the polycrystalline and porous microstructure of the W coating as shown in Figure
2.7. To address the issue, hard amorphous Pt “caps”, having diameters equal to the
desired “pillar-like” microcrystal diameters, were first deposited onto the polished
coating surface before the FIB milling process. These Pt caps help in fabricating
microcrystals with smooth tops and side surfaces by avoiding varying milling rates
due to the polycrystalline porous microstructure of the W coatings as shown in the
insert of Figure 2.8. The Pt cap thickness is less than 50 nm and is not expected to
affect the mechanical response of the micropillars.
2.4.2 Micro-tensile Specimen Fabrication
Dog bone shaped micro-tensile specimen and a dedicated gripper were also fabri-
cated for testing the interface strength of multi-layered W coatings. The specimens
were fabricated at the edge of the parent sample and followed a three-step FIB pro-
cess. In the first step, rough cuboidal geometries were milled at the edge of the
sample using a Clark-MXR Ti-Sapphire femtosecond laser. During this process, the
laser beam is perpendicular to the sample top surface, and the final shape is shown
in Figure 2.9(b). In the second step, the sample is rotated 90° such that the cross-
section is facing the FIB beam. This positioning allows mlling of the dog bone shape
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.7: (a) A single W "curd" after it was FIB milled parallel to the sample surface,
showing a seemingly flat surface. (b) The same W "curd" after being exposed to annular
milling (i.e., milling perpendicular to the flat surface) for a short time. The different milling
rates of the different grains is clearly observed. (c) SEM snapshot of milling process (d) An
unfinished 5 µm micropillar fabricated from the center of a W "curd" without pre-depositing
Pt coating to even out the surface.
‘
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100 µm
10 µm
Pt  “cap”
Figure 2.8: SEM micrograph of the top surface of a mechanically polished micro-
archetectured W-coating. Several FIB’ed micropillars were fabricated into the coating. The
insert shows a zoom in of a D=8.6 µm pillar with a Pt "cap".
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specimen with pre-defined polygon patterns in the FIB software. In the last step, the
sample is thinned down to the desired thickness from the top. Extra steps may be
required to remove the re-deposited material to achieve a better geometry. The final
geometry is shown in Figure2.9(c).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.9: Micro-specimen fabrication. (a) Cross section view of micro-architectured
tungsten coating along with the dog-bone FIB milling pattern. (b) Cuboidal geometry
created with femto-second laser for next step FIB micromachining. The debris on surface
comes from the re-deposited materials, which is then cleaned by using ultrasonic cleaner
bath. (c) A finished tensile specimen having dimensions 10.3 × 5.8 × 42 µm3 imaged in
FIB channeling contrast mode to reveal the microstructure. The scale bars are 10 µm for
(a)(b)and(c).
The gripper is also micro-machined using FIB. The grip is fabricated from an W
needle used on nanomanipulators (i.e., Omniprobe) used in FIB and SEM. The tip is
first removed to have a flat end with a diameter of 50 µm which gives enough space
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to fit the pre-designed shape. Another 2-3 mm length was then cut from the flat-
ended needle and was used for gripper fabrication using FIB. At the end, W gripper
is bonded to the SiC fiber tip using conductive epoxy. The SiC fiber has a diameter of
50 µm with a tungsten core to enhance the electrical conductivity. It is cut from a long
fiber and brazed onto an indenter holder made by Micro Star Tech. The combination
of tungsten gripper and SiC offers low lateral stiffness and good griping on specimen.
It should be note that low lateral stiffness is very critical to maintain the uni-axial
stress state and minimize the possibility of distorting the sample [103].
2.4.3 Micro-cantilever Beam Fabrication
Cantilever microbeams having a cross-sectional areas of ∼ 70 µm (width) × ∼
45 µm (depth) and aspect ratio of 5∼6 were fabricated using femtosecond laser at the
straight edge of the parent crystal as shown in Figure 2.10(a)). In the first step, a
femtosecond laser raster cut on the top surface gives the shape of the beams. In the
second step, parent sample was flipped 90° to allow a second laser cut to remove the
material at the bottom. Finally, the samples was submerged into acetone solution
and was cleaned using ultrasonic cleaner for 30 seconds to remove redeposited debris.
The final shape is shown in Figure 2.10(b) and (c).
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Figure 2.10: Micro-cantilevers fabricated using femtosecond laser. (a) Five beams were
fabricated at the edge for the parent sample. The "+" shaped markers are laser cuts used for
laser and stage calibration. (b) Top and (c) 45° views of a laser-fabricated micro-cantilever.
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2.5 Micro-mechanical Testing at Elevated Tem-
peratures
2.5.1 Overview of the InSEM HT System
All in situ experiments were performed using the InSEM HT nanomechanical
testing system at Johns Hopkins University, which is installed on the Tescan Mira 3
FEG-SEM, as shown in Figure 2.11(b). This in situ setup allows for: (1) accurate
positioning indenter tip; (2) real time visualization; and (3) high vacuum chamber
minimizes the possibility of sample or tip oxidization and thermal convection.
The InSEM HT system comprises four major components : (1) the in situ tester,
(2) the temperature and positioning controllers, (3) the water cooling system, and
(4) a computer running InView software.
The tester module includes a high-precision InFroce 50 nanomechanical actuator
and sample mounting stage which are mounted on cradle before testing. The InForce
50 actuator utilizes a voice-coil design and comprises a built-in capacitive gauge for
displacement measurements. The actuation force is generated based on the principle
of Lorentz force equation, and the attendant displacement is measured by a capacitive
gauge. The actuator is inherently load-controlled but pseudo-displacement control
can be achieved through a software level proportional–integral–derivative (PID) con-
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troller. The actuator has a maximum load of 50 mN with a resolution of 3 nN, and
a displacement range of 50 µm with a low electronic noise less than 0.1 nm.
This high temperature indenter head module is designed based on the InForce 50
actuator and is equipped with independent active heating and water cooling circuits
as well as multi-location thermocouple feedback, as shown in Figure 2.12. The ther-
mocouple is bonded to a ring-shaped metal, which is attached to the end part of tip.
This proximity allows accurate measurement of the tip temperature. To limit the
thermal flow to the tip region, the indenter column is coated with a low thermal con-
ductivity and thermal expansion ceramic. A metal foil is also added before the spring
and connector to provide effective shielding to radiation. A thermoelectric peltier is
glued to the bottom of this module, which water-cools the block during experiments.
This design is able to extract surplus heat in order to protect sensitive electronics
and maintain steady thermal flow. To monitor the temperature near the heat sink, a
second thermocouple is added that is sandwiched between the cooling block and the
peltier. This isothermal heating design allows a tip temperature 600 ◦C to be reached,
while the actuator stays below 60 ◦C.
The module for sample mounting adopts a similar design as the head module and
is shown in Figure 2.13. The ring-shaped clamp is designed to ensure full contact
between the sample and heater to reduce the temperature gradient and base compli-
ance. The sample thermocouple will be inserted into the groove pre-fabricated on the
heater surface. The major disadvantage of this design is temperature measured by
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Figure 2.11: Images and schematic of the InSEM HT installed on a Tescan Mira 3 SEM
used for this thesis work. (a) Water cooling system in the sample preparation room next to
the SEM room; (b) picture of InSEM HT system; (c) schematic of InSEM HT system.
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Figure 2.12: Images of InSEM HT head module. (a) indenter head module (b) zoom in
of dashed lined region for better illustration of key components. Safety pins serve as limiter
of indenter column to avoid potential damage during installation or transportation and are
removed before experiments.
the thermocouple may not necessarily represent sample top surface temperature due
to thermal gradient. This difference could be governed by a few factors, including,
testing temperature, sample thermal conductivity, and sample bottom surface finish
etc.. Thus, a method to minimize this difference is neccesary and will be discusses
later.
The temperature control modules includes two Lake Shore® Model 335 cryogenic
temperature controllers for the tip side and sample side, respectively. Both controllers
support two sensor inputs and two closed loop PID outputs for external power sup-
plies. The temperature readings from sensors are sent to the InView software for real
time monitoring and recording through the USB port.
A water cooling system is located in the sample preparation room and connects to
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the tester from the back of the SEM through a water hose. This reduces the physical
vibration generated by the water pump and avoid potential damage to the SEM due
to water leaking. The water cooling system contains two water tanks that require ∼
3 gallons of distilled water for normal operation.
A desktop PC running InView software is utilized to control the indenter stage
and record the testing data. To store the video from SEM observations during the
experiments, a video duplicator is added that splits the ouput from the SEM computer
to both the InSEM computer and the SEM monitor.
(a) (b)
peltier
sample
thermocouple
sample
clamp
heater
Figure 2.13: Images of the InSEM HT sample module. (a) A 3D view indenter sample
module. (b) Side view of the module with a description of key components.
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2.5.2 Sample and actuator mounting configuration
for InSEM HT system
A cradle mounting setup is used for our experiment as shown in Figure 2.14. In
the remaining of this chapter, uppercase X, Y, Z indicate the SEM three-orthogonal
coordinate system, as shown in Figure 2.11, lower case x, y, z indicate cradle three-
orthogonal coordinate system, as shown in Figure 2.14. The cradle is designed to
directly mount the SEM stage in order to take the full advantage of the X and Y di-
rection translation and Y-axis tilting capabilities of the SEM. This setup allows 15° of
tilt along the Y-axis at a working distance less than 25 mm, which ensures good image
quality. Additionally, the stage-mounted cradle has two high precision piezoelectric
based micropositioners, which enables accurate alignment of the tip with the micro-
specimens. The indenter head module is mounted on the arm with z-axis movement
capability (see Figure 2.14), and the sample side module is mounted on a plate, which
can freely move in the x-y plane. The z-axis motor has a maximum displacement range
of 1 cm which can adapt to samples with different thickness. The xy-axis microposi-
tioner has a maximum range of ±1 cm, which covers all of the positions within the
sample mount area and allows accurate positioning of the micro-specimen bellow the
indenter tip. The micropositioners are controlled through the InView software using
a controlling box.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.14: The InSEM cradle setup and mounting scheme. (a) Actuator and sample
heater are installed on the cradle. The tip side is able to extend/retract along the z-axis,
and the ample side allows movements on the x-y plane for accurate align tip with the micro
specimen. (b) The SEM stage after the rotational substage has been removed, revealing a
flat area for mounting the cradle. The holes, marked by dashed circles in (a) and (b), are
for the mounting screws.
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2.5.3 Issues Associated with High Temperature
Nanomehcanical Testing
In situ nanomechanical testing of materials at elevated temperature has been an
emerging field that attracts an impressive amount of attentions for its scientific and
economical significance. However, there are a few challenges/issues that need to be
addressed/alleviated in order to get accurate measurement of material properties.
First of all, thermal drift, including frame drift and contact drift, will be exag-
gerated at elevated temperatures due to the magnified inhomogeneous distribution
of temperature within the system [63]. Secondly, the determination of true contact
temperature, which comes from engineering difficulties of measuring temperature at
the tip contact location. Last but not least, oxidization of the sample and indenter
tip is largely suppressed if testing is carried out in high vacuum, for example, inside
an SEM chamber [104]. The methods and protocols to tackle the first two issues are
discussed in this subsection.
Frame drift is caused by expansion or contraction of components due to thermal
gradients and fluctuations and exists at both room and elevated temperatures. At
room temperature, this can be minimized by thermally buffering the tester from its
surroundings, and corrected by incorporating a hold period [? ]. Our SEM based
testing system is less susceptible to this issue due to its the high vacuum and high
thermal conductivity of the frame at room temperature. At higher temperatures, due
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to the active heating and cooling, the thermal gradient can not be eliminated. Thus,
a stabilization period is required until the thermal gradient becomes steady. It has
been reported that the actual time is on the order of 1 to a few hours and dependent
on the testing temperature, and the physical design of the system [63]. Generally, if
the testing period is small compared to the time required for stabilization, its effect
will be limited.
Contact drift is the most significant and common issue for achieving accurate mea-
surements at high temperature. It is attributed to the temperature difference between
tip and sample and occurs when heat transfer happens during contact. Consequently,
it causes local temperature and volumetric variations which are undesirable. At room
temperature, this effect is almost negligible; however, at elevated temperature, it’s
practically impossible that the sample and tip are heated to identical temperatures
just by simply setting them to the same temperature on the temperature controller.
To eliminate such issues, an explicit temperature matching procedure is required.
There are two methods proposed by Wheeler et al. [63] and both are based on in-
dentation. In the first method, the sample temperature is maintained and a series
of indentations are performed at various tip temperatures until a minimum drift is
found. In the second method, the indenter side heat is set to a constant power, while
indenting and recording the temperature variation on the tip. The relative tempera-
ture can be interpolated based on the direction of the shift. A (near) zero shift will be
achieved when isothermal contact is reached, thus thermal mismatch is eliminated.
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The above method can effectively avoid the thermal mismatch, however, it does
not guarantee both sides are heated exactly to the target temperature. This is due to
the fact that the tip side thermocouple is attached to the base of the tip and not at
the very end of tip, the actual tip temperature will be lower than target temperature.
For systems where the thermocouple is placed far way from the tip, this difference
will be magnified. Wheeler and Michler [105] introduced two methods to quantify the
gradient and to calibrate the true contact temperature. The first method is to indent
on thermocouple, and with the surface temperature of thermocouple being known, the
relative temperature can be determined by either the displacement or temperature
shift in the tip [106]. The second approach is to use non-contact techniques, including
Raman spectroscopy and an infrared camera.
2.5.4 Minimization of Thermal Mismatch
The previous subsection presented the main issues in high temperature testing
and ways to combat them. However, the design of indentation systems, especially
the temperature controlling components can vary significantly. In this subsection,
the best protocols, as inspired by above described methods, which appl to the InSEM
system are discussed to minimize the thermal mismatch.
The general idea proposed by Phani and Oliver [107] is to use a cyclic indentation
experiment, while monitoring temperature shift. The following description and data
are based on microcompression tests at 300 ◦C. It should be noted it is assumed that
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the tip nominal temperature is the true contact temperature because the thermocou-
ple is designed to locate very close to the tip (as shown in Figure 2.12). The procedure
is summarized here:
1. Turn on water pump and ensure the water is flowing and pump the SEM cham-
ber.
2. Turn on the temperature controllers and activated the outputs. The red light
indicating active outputs are on. (shown in Figure 2.16)
3. Set the tip to the testing temperature, 300 ◦C in this case, and let it stabilize
for 5 min.
4. Heat the sample to the testing temperature at a rate of 20 ◦C/min to 30 ◦C/min
and let it stabilize for 5 min.
5. Adjust the PIDs in the controllers until stability is reached. Suggested param-
eters are:
Tip heater Tip cooler Sample heater Sample cooler
P=1 I=2 D=0 P=5 I=5 D=0 P=1 I=2 D=0 P=5 I=5 D=0
6. Ramp up sample side temperature at a rate of 1 ◦C/min to 2 ◦C/min.
7. Run cyclic indentation method on a location far enough from the location for
actual testing and record data.
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8. Determine the isothermal contact temperature based on the recorded data in
cyclic indentation and use it as the input temperature for experimentation.
In this cyclic indentation method, the indenter starts with an instantaneous force
of 25 mN to achieve full contact between the punch and sample surface. After holding
it for 30 s, a negative 25 mN force is applied to fully retract indenter column. An-
other 90 s holding period is used to allow the tip return to the original temperature
(i.e., 300 ◦C in this case), the same procedure will be repeated until the sample side
temperature is high enough.
During contact, heat transfer will happen immediately if the tip and sample tem-
peratures are different. If the tip is hotter than the sample, a drop in tip temperature
will be observed along with an increase in actuator displacement. This is because
a decrease in temperature will lead to thermal contraction of the indenter tip and
the displacement will have to accommodate this contraction. Either thermal drift or
temperature shift direction can be used to quantify the relative temperature, since
the InSEM HT system has very good temperature sensitivity, so the temperature
change is used as a indicator for relative temperature between the tip and sample.
Recorded data from the above experimental procedure are shown in Figure 2.15.
It is observed that sample side temperature is gradually increase from 305 ◦C to 370 ◦C
in ∼ 45 min, while the tip was cyclically indented into the sample surface. Figure
2.15(b) shows when the sample temperature is low (i.e., below 330 ◦C), and once the
tip the touches sample, a significant drop in sample temperature is observed. As the
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temperature increases, the temperature variation becomes smaller. When the sample
exceeds 360 ◦C, an increase in tip temperature is observed which indicates that the
sample is hotter than the tip. Using this temperature variation data, the isothermal
contact temperature can be determined, and in this case is 358 ◦C. This also suggests
a big thermal gradient (358 ◦C at bottom and 300 ◦C at the top of a 5 mm thick
sample) and a temperature calibration and matching process is necessary.
A brief introduction of the temperature controlling module for easy operation
is also included here. As shown in Figure 2.16(a), two temperature controllers are
located on the top level with four power supplies beneath them. Each controller has a
display, which gives the current temperature acquired from thermocouple and target
temperature (shown in Figure 2.16(b)). The buttons in white dashed lined region are
used to set the PID parameters and the target temperatures for both heating and
cooling circuits. There are two power indicators (red dashed line region) that shows
the status of heating and cooling loops, respectively. Current status in the figure
shows controller is on but output has not been activated.
2.5.5 Stress-strain Calculation
In this subsection, a few commonly used concepts, measurements and calculations
for small-scale testing are summarized.
Engineering stress/strain
Engineering stress, σ, is defined as the applied load divided by the original cross-
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Figure 2.15: Displacement, tip temperature and (nominal) sample temperature data col-
lected during the cyclic indentation process used for minimizing the tip and sample surface
temperature mismatch. (a) Displacement and (nominal) sample temperature are plotted as
a function of time . (b) Tip temperature and (nominal) sample temperature is plotted are
a function of time.
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(a)
(b)
Heater Cooler
Current temp.
Target temp.
Figure 2.16: The InSEM temperature control tower/module: (a) Full view of Lakeshore
temperature controller on the top level and heater/cooler power supply on second and third
levels; (b) zoom-in of dashed line region to show the detail of the panel.
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sectional area of the material which is also named as nominal stress. Accordingly,
the engineering strain, e, is defined as the ratio of total deformation to the initial
dimension of the material, for a uniaxial load, this is expressed as
e =
∆L
L
=
l − L
L
(2.5.1)
where L is original length of the specimen.
True stress/strain
True strain, ε, also called logarithmic strain, which represent the rate of instanta-
neous increase in the gauge length during a unixial test:
δε =
δl
l
(2.5.2)
Integration of both sides gives,
∫
δε =
∫ l
L
δl
l
(2.5.3)
Finally,
ε = ln(
l
L
) = ln(1 + e) (2.5.4)
Accordingly, the true stress, σt, is given as
σt =
P
A
=
P
A0
× A0
A
= σ × l
L
= σ(1 + e)
(2.5.5)
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Base compliance correction
For microcompression experiment, the measured raw displacement from the in-
denter is comprised of two components, including that accommodated by the pillar
and that by the base, such that
utot = upillar + ubase (2.5.6)
The component ubase is based on Sneddon’s solution of Boussinesq problem, where
an rigid punch imposing a force on a semi-infinite flat isotropic surface [108]. The
relationship between the load is F , and penetration depth is u, can be shown to be
u =
F (1− v)
4µa
(2.5.7)
where µ is the shear modulus and v is the Poisson’s ratio. With mathematical ma-
nipulation and using the linear elastic theory, the base compliance can be shown to
be [109]
CSneddon =
√
π(1− v2)
2E
√
A
(2.5.8)
where E is the Young’s modulus and A is the instantaneous cross-sectional area of
the micropillar. Thus, dpillar can be calculated as
upillar = utot −
√
π(1− v2)
2E
√
A
∗ F (2.5.9)
The engineering strain can then be calculated using Equation 2.5.1. The indentation
system used in the current work is inherently load-controlled, so a constant loading
rate is used in all the experiments.
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Micro-mechanical characterization of
tungsten coating: from ambient to
elevated temperature
3.1 Micro-compression Response at Room
Temperature
Microcompression experiments were conducted on micropillar specimens FIB milled
into individual curds in the micro-architectured W coating to investigate its stress-
strain response, fracture, and mechanical properties at room temperature.
The microspillars have diameters, D, in the range of 2.0 ≤ D ≤ 10.0 µm and
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aspect ratios from 2 to 4.6. The micropillar diameter is measured from the top
surface based on SEM micrographs. The experiments were conducted first ex situ
using an MTS Nano XP nanoindenter equipped with a 30 µm × 30 µm square flat-
ended diamond tip and at a nominal strain rate of 10-4 s-1. In addition, an in situ
microcompression test was performed on a D = 8.5 µm micropillar specimen using an
InSEM HT nanoindenter inside a Tescan Mira 3 SEM as described in Chapter 2.
3.1.1 Response of Micropillars Having D ∼ 2.5 µm
The engineering stress-strain response of microcrystals having D ∼ 2.3 µm are
shown in Figure 3.1. The flow stress at 2% strain is observed to be in the range of 1.5
to 1.9 GPa. The wide scatter in the yield stress can be attributed to variations in the
local microstructure, since the crystal size is only twice the average grain size of the
coating, and the number of grains in the pillar are limited. Additionally, it should be
noted that since the aspect ratio of all tested pillars is in the range of 2.0 to 4.8, all
pillars are exclusively in the top most layer of the micro-architectured W coating.
Two distinct deformation modes are observed based on the pillar aspect ratio.
Pillars having an aspect ratio of L/D ≤ 3.0 are observed to deform plastically with
continuous linear work-hardening as shown in Figure 3.1. While preexisting voids and
cracks are observed in the predeformed microcrsytals (c.f., Figure 3.2(a)), no fracture
is observed in any of the tested microcrystals and the deformed microcrystals is
observed to be barrel-shaped, as shown in Figure 3.2(b). It should be noted that
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Figure 3.1: Engineering stress versus strain curves for microcrystals having D ' 2 µm.
Experimental results of micropillars fabricated into a dense UFG polycrystalline W are
shown as dashed lines for comparison [3].
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Figure 3.2: (a) and (b) show the SEM micrographs of the D = 2.2 µm and L = 4.6 µm mi-
crospecimen pre- and post-deformation, respectively. (c) and (d) show the SEM micrographs
of the D= 2.3 µm and L=11 µm pre- and post-deformation, respectively. The dashed lines
in (a) through (c) indicate apparent grain boundaries on the top surface of the micropillars.
Apparent cracks and voids along the grain boundaries on the top surface and side surface
are also indicated.
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the flow stress at 2% strain of these microcrystals are in good agreement with those
reported for ∼ 4 µm micropillars fabricated in dense UFG W samples but with a
lower hardening rate [3]. This lower hardening rate in the current experiments can
be attributed to the voids present along the grain boundaries in the current study.
Additionally, the texture is different and the average grain size is much smaller ( ∼
0.3 µm × 2.5 µm along loading and transverse directions) in the dense polycrystalline
micropillar case (i.e., more grains through the cross-section).
On the other hand, microcrystals having an aspect ratio 3.0 ≤ L : D ≤ 4.8 show a
different engineering stress-strain response and post-mortem deformation shape. Af-
ter yield, no strain hardening is observed and strain bursts are frequent. Furthermore,
in some cases a significant strain burst is also observed leading to an instantaneous
collapse of the microspecimen. The SEM micrographs of the pre- and post-deformed
micropillar of the latter case are shown in Figures 3.2(c) and (d), respectively. The
postmortem deformation shape shows that each individual grain that comprised the
microcrystal has deformed independently and the microspecimen has catastrophically
failed with cracks propagating along all grain boundaries. The observed “S” shape of
each defromed grain indicates that plastic buckling of each grain was predominant.
The different deformation modes are attributed to the inherent columnar microstruc-
ture and is explained as follows. The grain structure in the current W coatings are
elongated and have an average in-plane grain size of ∼ 1 µm, so only a few grains are
expected through the micropillar cross-section. As shown in Figure 2.5(b), the elon-
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gated grains have a length in the range of 10-12 µm. Thus, in microcrystals having
D ≤ 3.0 µm with an aspect ratio 2.0 < L : D ≤ 4.8 only very few grains are expected.
For microcrystals with aspect ratio 3.0 < L : D ≤ 4.8, the microcrystal height is on
the order of 6 ≤ L ≤ 14.5 µm. This means that the aspect ratio of individual grains
in these microcrystals will be in the range of 6.0 to 14.0. Furthermore, given the
existence of voids and cracks along the grain boundaries, when the applied stress is
high enough for these cracks to propagate along the grain boundaries, each grain will
subsequently act as an individual pillar with a high aspect ratio leading to plastic
buckling dominated deformation, as shown in Figure 3.2(d). The strain bursts ob-
served can be attributed to grains slipping onto each other after crack propagation, or
the plastic buckling of individual grains. On the other hand, for microcrystals having
an aspect ratio of L : D ≤ 3.0, the aspect ratio of individual grain will be at most
6. In this case individual grains will have less susceptibility for plastic buckling, and
instead each grain deforms plastically. The presence of grain boundaries are expected
to contribute to the observed hardening behavior without strain bursts.
3.1.2 Response of crystals having D ∼ 4.5 µm
The engineering stress-strain curves for microcrystals having diameters ∼ 4.5 µm
are shown in Figure 3.3. All tested microcrystals had an aspect ratio of ∼ 2.6,
thus, they are exclusively in the top most micro-architectured layer. For this mi-
cropillar size, no strain hardening and large strain bursts are typically observed. Pre-
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deformation SEM micrographs of the pillars indicate the presence of many cracks and
voids along the grain boundaries. Post-mortem SEM micrographs show that these
microspecimens have failed by intergranular fracture along the grain boundaries, fol-
lowed by plastic buckling of the columnar grains, as clearly indicated by the S-shape
of the deformed grains shown in Figures 3.4(b) and (d).
3.1.3 Response of Samples Having D ∼ 8.5 µm
The engineering stress-strain curves for microcrystals having D ∼ 8.5 µm are
shown in Figure 3.5. All micropillars exhibit a continuous stress-strain response with
parabolic work-hardening and very few strain bursts that are only observed at high
strain levels. The post-mortem deformation shape of two different microspecimens
are shown in Figure 3.6(b) and (d). As in the case of smaller-sized micropillars, all
microspecimens failed by intergranular fracture along the grain boundaries. The de-
formed shape displays a petal-like morphology, where the microcrystal top is fully
opened, while the bottom is partly intact with fracture not propagating through
the entire hight. For all the tested crystals, the aspect ratio is on the order of 1.8
to 2.2, which indicates that these microspecimens span through the two top micro-
architectured layers of the W coating. This can be identified from the outer surface
of the microcrystals before deformation, as shown in Figures 3.6(a) and (c). At least
a couple of columnar grains can be observed through the height of the microcrystals,
with most grain boundaries decorated with large voids. In addition, a few grains are
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Figure 3.3: Engineering stress versus strain curves for microcrystals having D∼ 4.5 µm.
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Figure 3.4: (a) and (b) show the SEM micrographs of the D=4.6 µm and L=12 µm micro-
crystal pre- and post-deformation, respectively. (c) and (d) show the SEM micrographs of
the D=4.6 µm and L=11.3 µm microcrystal pre- and post-deformation, respectively. Arrows
indicate pre-existing cracks along different grain boundaries.
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expected through the diameter of these microcrystals.
To further understand the deformation, an in situ experiment was performed on
a micropillar having D = 8.2 µm with an aspect ratio of 2.0. The engineering stress-
strain response and the SEM micrographs at different stages during the deformation
are shown in Figure 3.7. It is shown that no apparent change is observed on the
microcrystal other than slight change in length between during elastic loading regime
(i.e., 1 to 2 ). Starting from 2 the stress-strain response starts to deviate from
linear which indicats the onset of plastic deformation. At 3 , the microspecimen
is observed to be slightly barrel-shaped to accommodate the deformation but no
sign of crack can be identified. As the micropillar continues to be strained, the first
intergranular crack is observed to initiate at 4 on the outer surface, and these cracks
propagate vertically along the grain boundaries (as shown in 5 ). Subsequently, at
point 6 , full delamination of surface grains are observed followed by bucking of these
exterior grains.
3.1.4 Size Effects on the Flow Strength
The microcrystal size versus the flow strength at 2% strain for all the tested
microspecimens are shown in Figure 3.8. It is observed that the smaller crystals
show a stronger response, and the scaling relationship for the flow strength with
the diameter is a power law with an exponent of -0.18. It is worth noting that
for single crystal W microcrystals the flow strength versus crystal size exponent at
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Figure 3.5: Engineering stress versus strain curves for microcrystals having D∼ 8 µm.
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Figure 3.6: (a) and (b) show the SEM micrographs of the D=8.6 µm and L=16 µm micro-
crystal pre- and post-deformation, respectively. (c) and (d) show the SEM micrographs of
the D=8.9 µm and L=16 µm microcrystal pre- and post-deformation, respectively.
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Figure 3.7: (a) The engineering stress-strain curve from in situ microcompression ex-
periments for a microspecimen having D=8.2 µm and an aspect ratio of 2. (b) The SEM
micrographs at different strains during the deformation process. The circled numbers in (a)
and (b) show the strain level at which the corresponding SEM micrograph was taken at.
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room temperature is typically in the range of ∼ −0.3 [4, 19]. However, it should be
noted here that the observed size effects in the current study is unlikely due to size-
dependent dislocation-mediated plasticity typically observed in single crystals [83].
Instead, it is more likely attributed to the variations in the local microstructure (i.e.,
grain size, texture, pre-existing voids at grain boundaries, etc.). In addition, the large
scatter in the results indicates that this local microstructure varies significantly from
one position to another, which indicate the need to quantify the statistical variations
of the pre-existing voids and their effect on the mechanical properties.
3.1.5 Summary of the Room Temperature Micro-
compression Response
Based on the ex situ and in situ observations, we propose the following mechanisms
of deformation in these micropillars. Initially, in the elastic regime, the deformation is
relatively homogeneous and grain boundaries are strong enough to carry the applied
force. As the load increase the grain boundaries are weakened leading to local deco-
hesions at pre-existing cracks/voids along the grain boundaries, which act as stress
concentrators. In smaller micropillars, only a couple of grains span the diameter of
the microcrystal, and most grains have a free surface. Thus, after the initiation of in-
tergranular fracture along the longitudinal grain boundaries, plastic buckling of each
grain is relatively unconstrained. On the other hand, for large microcrystals only
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Figure 3.8: The microcrystal size, D, versus the flow strength at 2% strain for all the tested
microcrystals. The solid line shows the best power law fit to the data with an exponent of
-0.18.
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grains on the outer surface of the microcrystal are unrestricted, while the internal
ones are confined. After fracture initiates along the grain boundaries, the surface
grains can buckle, while the inner grains can still carry the applied load. As such, no
strain bursts are observed. When the applied load is large enough to overcome the
friction between the top surface of the microcrystal and the nanoindenter punch, the
surface grains that are plastically buckling will begin to open up allowing the interior
grains to subsequently buckle. At this stage the strain bursts are observed. Further-
more, the number of grain boundaries in larger microcrystals are more than those
in smaller microcrystals. As such, it is expected that the fracture along the grain
boundaries and subsequent instabilities/buckling events will initiate in a consecutive
way instead of spontaneously as observed in smaller microcrystals. Thus, the large
strain bursts observed in smaller microcrystals are no longer exhibited.
3.2 Micro-compression Response at Elevated
Temperature
In the previous section, room temperature micro-compression has been carried
out on the micropillar specimens FIB milled into the micro-architectured W coating’s
individual curds in oder to quantify the mechanical response. It is shown the W coat-
ing exhibits an excellent mechanical strength above 1.5 GPa at room temperature,
and that failure occurs catastrophically by buckling-assisted intergranular fracture.
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Additionally, we have shown that this failure initiates shortly after the onset of plas-
tic deformation and is predominantly due to the high aspect ratio of the coating’s
columnar grains, the high fraction of pre-existing defects at the grain boundaries, and
the inherent brittleness of W at room temperature.
While such studies are informative regarding the deformation and failure modes of
these coatings at room temperature, the true potential of these coatings is at elevated
temperatures. Thus, it is crucial to extend such studies to further quantify the de-
formation and failure modes of these coatings at elevated temperatures. Accordingly,
here, we utilize elevated temperature micro-compression in situ SEM experiments to
quantify the thermo-mechanical properties and deformation of these coatings. Such
elevated temperature in situ micro-compression experiments have also been previ-
ously used to study the temperature-affected deformation mechanisms of thin films
[64, 110].
It should be noted along with a strongly temperature-dependent yield strength,
W usually experiences a so called brittle-to-ductile (BDT) transition at a character-
istic temperature, TBDT ∼ 600 − 700 K [111]. At room temperature, brittle failure
is commonly observed in tension; however, with increasing temperatures the fracture
mode gradually transitions to ductile due to the activation of thermally activated
mechanisms (e.g., dislocation slip). In general, the BDT temperature reflects the
macroscopic mechanical behavior of the material. Moreover, many experimental ef-
forts have shown that the TBDT temperature cannot be considered as an inherent
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physical property of the material, and instead it depends in general on the material
microstructure, sample geometry, and testing method [111, 112].
In this section, in situ micro-compression experiments were conducted using the
InSEM HT (Nanomechanics Inc., Oak Ridge, TN) indenter inside a Tescan Mira 3
SEM as described in Chapter 2. As the instrument is inherently load-controlled,
all experiments were carried out with a preset loading rate that is equivalent to a
nominal strain rate of ∼ 10-3 s-1. The experiments were conducted at four different
temperatures: T = 293 K, 423 K, 573 K, 673 K, and 3 to 5 samples were tested
at each temperature. The engineering stress was calculated by dividing the load by
the initial mid-plane cross-sectional area, and the engineering strain was computed
from the corrected raw displacement of the indenter tip using the method described
in Chapter 2.
3.2.1 Experimental results
The engineering stress-strain curves for all tested microspecimens are shown in
Figure 3.9. For completeness, the room temperature (RT) response presented previ-
ously are also included. A certain amount of scatter on the yield strength is shown at
each temperature and it is observed to be more pronounced at lower testing temper-
ature. This scatter is attributed to variations in the microstructure between different
microcrystals (e.g., grain size, grain shape, void size and distribution, grain boundary
strength, etc.). Nevertheless, these results clearly show that the strength decreases
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sharply with increasing temperature, with the yield strength decreasing by 50% from
293 K to 673 K. This trend is commonly observed in W as well as other BCC materi-
als, and is in general attributed to the process of dislocations overcoming the Peierls
barrier through thermal-activation [113].
Moreover, a post-yielding transition from limited strain-hardening at low temper-
atures, characterized by large strain bursts, to a moderate linear strain-hardening
response at elevated temperatures is observed in Figure 3.9. At 293 K and 423 K,
nearly all tested microcrystals exhibited catastrophic failure marked by large strain
bursts, which corresponds to the loss of load-bearing capability after buckling of the
individual grains. Even for the ones that exhibited relatively continuous flow without
large strain burst, the post-yielding curve is nearly flat indicating that the hardening
and load-bearing capability is very limited. On the other hand, at 573 K, the strain
bursts are fully suppressed, and instead, continuous plastic flow is always observed.
At 673 K, all tested samples exhibited a noticeable strain-hardening with a slope
of ∼ 0.005 µ, where µ is the shear modulus. In contrast, Torrents Abad et al. [4]
showed single crystal micropillars having diameters 1 µm ≤ D ≤ 5 µm exhibit reduced
strain-hardening rate with increasing temperature, and at 673 K, they observed a
negative strain-hardening rate in these microcrystals. This distinct difference between
the current experiments and previous single crystal W microcrystals is attributed
to the polycrystalline microstructure of the micro-architectured tungsten coating.
At elevated temperature, dislocation mobility is enhanced due to the decrease in
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Figure 3.9: Engineering Stress-strain curves of D ≈ 5 µm microcrystals at: (a) room
temperature; (b) 423 K; (c) 573 K; and (d) 673 K. A few tests were stopped at ∼ 5 %
strain for later SEM examination of slip traces on the surface. For each temperature, 3-5
stress-strain responses are shown using different color scheme for better visualization.
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the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS), and dislocations pile up at GBs instead
of escaping from surface which subsequently lead to hardening. A similar behavior
has been reported for ultrafine-grained (UFG) body-centered-cubic (BCC) chromium
when the testing temperature exceeded the a critical temperature, Tc, above which
the flow stress becomes athermal [114].
Representative SEM micrographs at different strain levels during in situ defor-
mation at 423 K, 573 K, and 673 K are shown in Figures 3.10, 3.11, and 3.12, re-
spectively. For T ≤ 423 K, the microcrystals fracture along the GBs into individual
columnar grains that subsequently collapse into the characteristic buckled S-shape
(see for example Figure 3.13). This failure mode is attributed to the observed pre-
existing voids/pores that are distributed along the GBs as well as the high aspect
ratio (∼ 12) of each individual columnar grain. In addition, SEM investigations of
the microcrystal surface did not show any clear slip bands forming prior to buckling,
which is attributed to the limited plasticity in W at RT [115]. The deformation of a
microcrystal at 423 K is shown in Figure 3.10. At 3% strain a crack initiates at one
of the pre-existing GB voids and propagates along the GB leading to “peeling off”
of that surface grain from the microcrystal. With further deformation, more cracks
intiate along the GBs, and if the grain is in contact with the nanoindenter tip it
buckles plastically due to the large aspect ratio of the grain, as shown at 9% strain.
Eventually, when most of the GBs have fractured the microcrystal catastrophically
fails by plastic buckling of the remaining grains. For the microspecimen shown in Fig-
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ure 3.10(a) this occurrs shortly after 9% strain and the microcrystal collapses within
less than 0.33 seconds, leading to a total of 24% strain. This deformation process is
characteristic of all deformed samples at T ≤ 423 K.
Figure 3.10: Sequential in situ SEM snapshots of the a micropillar which is deformed at
423K at different engineering strain levels : (a) 0%, (b) 3%, (c) 9%, and (d) 24%.
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Figure 3.11: Sequential in situ SEM snapshots of the a micropillar which is deformed at
573K at different engineering strain levels : (a) 0%, (b) 4%, (c) 10%, and (d) 22%.
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Figure 3.12: Sequential in situ SEM snapshots of the a micropillar which is deformed at
673K at different engineering strain levels : (a) 0%, (b) 5%, (c) 13%, and (d) 18%.
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At higher temperatures (i.e., T >423 K), the microspecimens demonstrate a sig-
nificant improvement in defect tolerance due to enhanced plasticity, and thus, main-
tains excellent structural integrity up to at least 20% strain. At 573 K, the apparent
pre-existing voids on the surface do not lead to local fracture or delamination upon
loading (see for example Figure 3.11). Instead, a shear band initiates at one of the GB
defects and develops in the adjoining surface grains, as indicated by the dashed line
in Figure 3.12 at 4% strain. The shear band steadily grows with further deformation,
which leads to blunting of the tip of the GB defect but with no catastrophic failure.
The observed shear band is approximately 45° with respect to the pillar axis, which
coincides with the maximum shear stress direction. At 673 K, the sample deforms
even more uniformly as shown in Figure 3.12. In this case, the microspecimen is
observed to deform in a barrel-like shape, with shear bands initiating at pre-existing
GB defects. Further SEM investigations (see for example Figure 3.13) show that plas-
ticity initiates at the tip of the pre-existing voids/pores. It should be noted that the
observed uniform wavy slip is distinct from the localized sharp slip in face-centered-
cubic (FCC) microcrystals, and is typically observed in BCC bulk crystal [116] and
W microcrystals below Tc [4, 19]. Furthermore, the pre-existing defects at GBs are
observed to open progressively along the horizontal direction to accommodate the
barrelled deformation, however, their tips are mostly blunted due to the enhanced
plasticity at elevated temperatures, which also lead to the formation of shear bands.
Accordingly, none of the surface GB defects are able to propagate vertically along the
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GBs, which suppresses any catastrophic failure up to at least 20% strain.
3.2.2 Micro-mechanical Model for Predicting the Flow
Strength of BCC Microcrystals
To predict the compressive strength of micropillars as well as the the individual
curds of the micro-architectured coatings, a dislocation-density based model is pro-
posed here, which accounts for the effect of crystal or grain size, D, dislocation density,
ρ, strain rate, ε̇, and temperature T . In this model, the flow strength, σf (T, ε̇, D, ρ)
is decomposed into two components:
σf (T, ε̇, D, ρ) = Mτf (T, ε̇, D, ρ) = M(τ0(T, ε̇) + τathermal(D, ρ)) (3.2.1)
where M is the Taylor factor for polycrystals or the inverse of Schmid factor of single
crystals, τf is the resolved flow strength which is comprised of lattice friction,τ0, and
athermal contribution τathermal. For τathermal(D, ρ), which arises from the long-range
elastic interactions of dislocations, the parameter is represented using the generalized
size-dependent Taylor-strengthening law [83], viz.
τathermal = µ(
β
D
√
ρ
) + αµb
√
ρ (3.2.2)
where β = 1.76 × 10−3 and α = 0.57 are dimensionless constants which were deter-
mined in [83] using experimental data and 3D discrete dislocation dynamics (DDD)
simulations, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, and µ(T ) is the shear modulus,
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Figure 3.13: SEM micrographs of 5 µm micro-architectured tungsten micro-pillars after
testing at: (a) room temperature; and (b) 673 K. Zoom-ins of the two boxes in (b) are shown
in (c) (d). (c) shows wavy slip traces which are observed in BCC microcrystals, comparing
with (a), it indicates surplus amount of plasticity at 673 K. The localized shear band in (d)
is 45° with respect to loading axis which coincide with max shear stress direction.
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which is weakly dependent on temperature. In this equation, the first term repre-
sents the strength of the weakest dislocation source, and the strength contribution
from dislocation forest hardening is accounted by the second term [83].
In single crystal microspecimens where dislocations can escape from the free sur-
face, it was previously shown that the initial dislocation density, ρ0, can be used
in Equation 3.2.2. However, for polycrystalline microspecimens the effect of GBs
impeding dislocation slip must be accounted for. It was shown that in UFG bulk
polycrystals, dislocation density as a function of strain level and grain could be rep-
resented as [117, 118]:
ρ = ρ0 +
Aε
bD
(3.2.3)
where A is a constant. Considering the sample is CVD-grown then heat treated, the
dislocation density is assumed to be on the order of ρ0 = 1012 m-2. For bulk polycrys-
talline FCC materials, A was measured to be ∼3.58 [119], however, for polycrystalline
microcrystals it can be expected that the dislocation density will increase with in-
creasing strain at a lower rate (i.e., smaller A is expected). Nevertheless, there are
no estimates in literature on the appropriate values for A that can be directly used
in current study. For polycrystals having a grain size on the order of 1 µm and an
initial dislocation density ρ0 ≤ 1012 m-2, the term Aε/bD in Equation 3.2.3 becomes
dominant. Utilizing this and combining with Equations 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, it can be
shown that
σf = M
[
τ0 + µ
( β√
Aε/b
+ αb
√
Aε/b
)
D−0.5
]
(3.2.4)
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Temperature-dependent term, τ0, is measured from bulk single crystal experiments
by Brunner [120] are used, and the discrete data points are fitted it into a polynomial
form as follows:
τ0(T, ε̇ ∼ 10−3) =

4.54× 10−4T 2 − 1.223T + 708.07 0 < T < 626 K
5.42× 10−3T 2 − 8.28T + 3.18× 103 626 K < T
(3.2.5)
where temperature, T , is inKelvin, and the stress is in MPa. In addition, the depen-
dence of shear modulus on temperature takes the form [121]
µ(T ) = −2.054× 10−5T 2 − 9.1979× 10−2T + 1629 (3.2.6)
with T and µ(T ) in unit of K and GPa, respectively, and the Burgers vector, b, is
assumed to be independent of T with a value of 0.274 nm.
The resolved flow strength, τf , at 2.5 % strain from previously published W single
crystal micro-compression experiments of micropillars having D = 1 and 5 µm are
shown in Figure 3.14. It is commonly reported that FIB’ed microspecimens generally
have a dislocation density on the order of 1011 to 1013 m-2 [122–124] which depends
on various factors, including the processing procedure of the parent crystal, annealing
conditions, etc. [125]. Glebovsky and Semenov [126] indicated the W single crystals
grown using the electron-beam floating zone method have a dislocation density no
less than 2×1010 m-2. Williamson and Smallman [125] reported well annealed metals
as having dislocation densities ranging from 2 × 1011 m-2 for aluminium to 3 × 1012
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m-2 for tungsten. While initial dislocation density in the single crystal experiment
was not reported [4], considering that the parent single crystals are usually grow
from liquid or solid state, a low level dislocation density on the order of ∼ 1011 m-2
could be expected. Furthermore, the heat treatment on the micropillars (inside the
SEM right before testing) could potentially remove FIB-induced dislocations near the
surface, and thus a dislocation density of 2×1011 m-2 would be a good approximation.
Nevertheless, predictions from Equation 3.2.2 for the single crystal case with an initial
dislocation density, ρ0, of 2×1011 m-2 and 2×1012 m-2 are both shown in Figure 3.14.
The predictions with an initial dislocation density ρ0 = 2 × 1011 m-2 shows an
excellent agreement with the experimental results for both crystal sizes at all tested
temperatures. The predictions with ρ0 = 2 × 1011 m-2 gives reasonable estimation
for D = 5 µm, however, significantly underestimates the resolved flow stress for the
case of D = 5 µm. This observation is rationalized by Equation 3.2.2 by considering
that for crystals which that are small enough and have a low dislocation density (i.e.,
D × √ρ is small) the first term dominates the CRSS, however, when crystals are
large enough and have a moderate dislocation density, the CRSS is then dictated by
the second term. For the 5 µm case, the response is dominated by forest hardening
for both dislocation density; however, for 1 µm case, an order of magnitude increase
in dislocation density leads to the transition from dislocation-source controlled to
forest-dominated hardening.
The predictions from Equations 3.2.4 and are shown in Figure 3.15 for the poly-
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Figure 3.14: The resolved flow strength, τf , as measured from 1 µm and 5 µm single
crystal W microcrystals [4], as well as those predicted from Equation 3.2.1 for two initial
dislocation densities.
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crystalline microspecimens in this study. Electron backscattering diffraction (EBSD)
analysis of the current coating indicates that Taylor factor for this coating is M ∼
2.25. It is shown that the prediction with A = 3.58 give a dislocation density
ρ = 3.27 × 1014 which over estimates the experimental results. On the other hand,
by setting A = 1.432, a dislocation density ρ = 1.3 × 1014 is yielded, and it is clear
that Equations 3.2.4 are in excellent agreement with the experimental results. This
lower value of A indicates that the dislocation density evolves with a lower rate than
in bulk polycrystals.
3.3 Micro-tensile Test at Room Temperature
The micro-compression technique has been widely used to study the micro and
nano mechanics of materials. Beyond the scientific breakthrough it brought, its suc-
cess is largely attributed to the simplicity of specimen fabrication and experimen-
tation. However, there are some limitations of such experiments. One drawback is
that the stress state during the deformation is never maintained to be uniaxial, which
is partially attributed to the limited aspect ratio of micropillars and the specimen
boundary conditions. From the material perspective, compression experiments are
not suitable for quantifying ductility or maximum elongation as typically metals can
sustain large amount of compressive strains before failure, including many brittle ma-
terials. In addition, some materials exhibit tension compression asymmetry. This
motivates the development of small scale micro-tensile testing.
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Figure 3.15: The flow stress at 2.5% strain from the current experiments as a function of
temperature as well as the predictions from Equation 3.2.4 for A = 1.432 and 3.58.
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In this section, the micro-tensile apparatus described in Chapter 2 is used to study
the mechanical response of a micro-specimen milled from the micro-architectured W-
coating. The motivation of this work is twofold: first, to examine the small-scale
tensile methodology developed in this thesis work; and second, to quantify the tensile
strength and failure mode of microcrystals milled from the micro-architectured W
coatings.
The micro-tensile experiment is conducted using a load control method to maintain
the sample is strained at a engineering strain rate on the order of 10-3. The tensile
specimen has a gauge length of 42 µm, width of 10.3 µm, and thickness of 5.8 µm, and
is fabricated along the grow direction of the coating (i.e., through thickness). The
sample and gripper fabrication is detailed in Chapter 2.
The engineering strees-strain along with the SEM snapshots at different strain
levels are shown in Figure 3.16. The specimen failed at a maximum tensile stress of
∼1050 MPa. During the deformation, it exhibited little hardening and is followed
by a large strain burst as manifested in the stress-strain curve. It is worthwhile to
mention that the data collection frequency is 500 Hz and there is no data points
recorded beyond 11 % engineering strain up to above 25% engineering strain which
indicates that the failure was catastrophic. A linear fit on elastic regime give a
Young’s modulus of ∼ 30 GPa, which is only a small fracture of theoretical value (400
GPa). This is mainly due to the compliance form the SiC and W gripper and sample
base, which suggests further characterization of system compliance may be required.
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Nevertheless, the maximum tensile stress of ∼ 1050 MPa should be unaffected. To
eliminate the toe region (i.e. before 2 ), which is related to the sample head securing
inside the gripper, foot compensation is performed based on ASTM standard and is
shown as dashed line. By comparing the SEM micrographs at different strains (i.e.,
1 , 2 , and 3 in Figure 3.16(b)), the it is difficult to find any discernible signs of
plastic deformation or crack nucleation, which confirms our hypothesis based on the
stress-strain curve that the failure is abrupt and brittle.
To further characterize the failure, fracture surface morphology is examined us-
ing secondary electron (SE) SEM and FIB ion channeling contrast images before
deformation as shown in Figure 3.17. It is observed that the crack occurred at the
second layer of the coating. Comparing the sample before and after deformation
(i.e., Figure 3.17(a) and (c)), we observed that the fracture path coincides with the
regions (arrowed in (a)) that have a high density of pre-existing voids. For those
large pre-existing defects, they are precisely located on the crack path (see the blue
circled region in Figure 3.17(a) and (c)), which suggests the failure process is sensitive
to these defects. In addition, the fracture surface/path profile is highlighted with a
dashed line in Figure 3.17(c) and superimposed onto the FIB ion channeling contrast
image before deformation (see Figure 3.17(d)), through this comparison, it is clear
that cracks initiation and propagation may not necessarily occur exclusively at the
grain boundaries. Zoom-ins of rectangular regions in Figure 3.17(c) are shown in Fig-
ures 3.17(e) and (f), which also indicate co-existing of inter- and transgranular type of
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Figure 3.16: (a) The engineering stress-strain curve from in situ microtension experiments
for a tensile specimen having a width of 10.3 µm, a thickness of 5.8 µm and a gauge length
of 42 µm, the dash line intercepts with the x-axis indicates foot correction. (b) Sequential in
situ SEM snapshots of the deformation morphology at different strains. The circled numbers
in (a) and (b) give the strain level at which the corresponding SEM micrograph was taken.
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fracture process during the failure. The cleavage surface in Figure 3.17(e) has sharp
edges, which is a sign of transgraunular failure, whereas Figure 3.17(f) shows smooth
surface and elongated dimples that are parallel to the growing direction, which indi-
cates voids were formed at the surface during CVD process and led to fracture at the
grain boundaries. The above conclusion is also supported by SEM micrographs taken
from the sample top and are shown in Figure 3.18. Thus, based on above analysis, it
is suggested that fracture may initiate at pre-existing voids and propagate along the
brittle grain boundary and then deviate into grains, which results in both inter- and
transgranular type of fracture under tensile loading.
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Figure 3.17: SEM secondary electron and FIB channelings contrast micrographs of spec-
imen before and after failure from sample side: (a) SEM and (b) ion channeling contrast
imaging of the specimen, and the failure region is highlighted with a dashed line rectangle
with zoom-ins that are shown in (c) and (d); fracture profile in (c) is recorded using dashed
line and superimposed on the ion channeling contrast image (d) for fracture analysis; (e)
and (f) are close views of the highlighted region (blue rectangle) in (c). Circled region in (a)
and (c) are the same region before and after deformation. It is shown that fracture occurs at
the location that coincides with a region that has a high density of pre-existing cracks region
indicated with an arrow in (a). The scale bars are 10 µm for (a)-(b), 2.5 µm for (c)-(d), and
1 µm for (e) and (f).
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Figure 3.18: Fracture surfaces of the tensile specimen observed from the sample top: local
regions 1-3 in (a) are shown with higher magnification in (c-d) respectively. All figures share
the same scale bar of 1 µm.
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3.4 Micro-cantilever Deflection Experiments
at Room Temperature
Micro-cantilever deflection experiments are widely utilized to measure elastic prop-
erties and fracture toughness in both bulk samples and thin films. Weihs et al.
[127] first proposed and utilized this techniques to determine the elastic moduli and
yield strength of thin-film materials. Armstrong et al. [128] fabricated triangular
cross-sectioned micro-cantilevers using FIB on bulk polycrystalline copper sample
and quantified the anisotropy of the elastic modulus. This idea was then further de-
veloped to measure fracture toughness of the coating and has been shown it is more
flexible and versatile compares to bulk scale experiments. Di Maio and Roberts [54]
introduced the idea of fabricating pre-cracked cantilever microbeam using FIB and
fracture them using a nanoindenter to determine the fracture toughness. This exper-
imental technique has then been used to measure the fracture toughness of silicon
based passivation film [55], NiAl single crystalline along different orientations [129],
tungsten [130] and many other materials.
In this section, we utilize this methodology on unnotched beams fabricated from
the micro-architectured W coatings to determine the grain boundary fracture stress.
All experiments were carried out inside an SEM with a Berkovich tip to apply a point
load on the free ends of the micro-beams, as shown in figure 3.19 (a). For the purpose
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of monitoring the crack initiation and propagation, the side wall of the fixed-end side
of cantilever is clean using FIB as shown in Figure 3.19 (b).
(a) (b)
100 µm 30 µm
Figure 3.19: SEM micrographs of the micro-cantilever deflection experiments: (a) Ex-
perimental setup, where a Berkovich tip applies point load at the free end of microbeam.
(b) Zoom-in of the dash-lined region in (a) to show the fixed end of cantilever, which was
cleaned using FIB before experiment to reveal the pre-existing defects.
The in-plane stress during the deflection is estimated using Euler beam theory. For
a point load with magnitude F is applied on the free end of the beam (schematically
shown in Figure 3.20), the governing equation and associated boundary condition are
EI
d4w
dx4
= Fδ(x− L) (3.4.1)
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Figure 3.20: Schematic of (a) the experimental setup and (b) cross-sectional plane of
microbeams. As the beam has a trapezoidal cross section, the neutral axis does not coincide
with the center line, and its distance to top surface is denoted as d.
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with
w|x=0 = 0,
dw
dx
∣∣∣∣
x=0
= 0,
d2w
dx2
∣∣∣∣
x=L
= 0 (3.4.2)
where w is deflection, E is Young’s modulus, I is the second moment of area of the
cross-sectional plane, which can be calculated follows
I =
t3(a2 + 4ab+ b2)
36(a+ b)
(3.4.3)
with the neutral axis location from top surface
d =
t(a+ 2b)
3(a+ b)
(3.4.4)
where a, b are the top and bottom edge length, and t is the height as indicated in
Figure 3.20 (b). The tensile stress experienced by the beam above the neutral axis is
σ =
Mz
I
(3.4.5)
where z is the distance from the neutral axis to the point of interest, and M is the
bending moment. Using the above equation, the maximum tensile stress that occurs
at the top surface can be calculated by setting z = d.
Three free standing micro-architectured W coating micro-beams were tested at a
constant loading rate, and a representative displacement versus load curve is shown
in Figure 3.21. The calculated maximum tensile stress along with geometric mea-
surements for tested micro-beams are summarized in Table 3.1. The maximum load
achieved in the experiment , which is termed as fracture load in Table 3.1, is used to
calculate the maximum tensile stress. This will be used to identify the grain bound-
ary cohesive strength in cohesive zone model (CZM) in Chapter 4. The displacement
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Table 3.1: Summary of maximum tensile stress (at the top surface of the point at which
fracture initiates along the micro-cantilever length ) calculated using Equation 3.4.5 along
with the cross-sectional dimensions and experimentally measured fracture load of each tested
micro-beam. The cross-sectional dimension parameters are defined in Figure 3.20(b).
Beam a b t d Fracture load Max tensile stress
# (µm) (µm) (µm) (µm) (mN) (MPa)
B1 44 76 54 29.4 17.67 139.2
B2 44 60 35 18.4 7.96 161.2
B3 44 74 50 27.1 32.35 296.1
burst in Figure 3.21 indicates the failure is catastrophic and brittle. It should be
mentioned that here although the experiment is load-controlled, a linear drop on load
is observed when the displacement burst occurs. This reduction is associated with
the subtraction of the force on the spring of the indenter from the total/raw force. Fi-
nally, specimens were examined using SEM and shown in Figure 3.22. Figure3.22(b)
and (c) show that the fracture coincide with the regions having cracks, and the path
is superimposed onto the SEM micrograph that is taken before deformation as shown
in Figure 3.22(a).
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Figure 3.21: A representative displacement-load curve obtained through micro-cantilever
beam deflection experiment. The experiment is load-controlled, and the load drop during
the displacement burst is caused by the subtraction of force on the spring (of the indenter
column) from the total force.
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(a) (b)
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15 µm30 µm
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Figure 3.22: SEM micrographs of a micro-beam specimen before and after deflection. (a)
Predeformed micro-beam superimposed with dashed line to indicate the crack path. SEM
micrographs taken on the fractured micro-specimen to reveal the crack path from (b) top
and (c) side of the micro-beam.
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3.5 Summary of Micro-mechanical Experi-
ments
In summary, ex situ and in situ SEM micro-compression/tension and micro-
cantilever deflection experiments were performed to study the thermo-mechanical
response and failure of microspecimens milled the micro-architectured tungsten coat-
ing. The results and analysis show:
1. The coating exhibits very high strength and brittle failure at room temperature.
Our micro-tension experiments reported a maximum tensile strength ∼1.2 GPa
without showing any hint of plasticity before catastrophic failure. Post-mortem
examination indicates cracks preferentially nucleate near the pre-existing voids
and propagation along grain boundaries and deviate into grains. In micro-
compression experiments, the coating exhibits a week size-dependent strength
that is above 1.5 GPa with moderate scattering. Consider intergranular fracture
is predominant, grain boundary cohesive strength is probed through micro-
cantilever deflection experiments. It is shown the strength is ranging from 140
MPa to 300 MPa based on the micro-specimens tested.
2. A transition in the deformation mode is identified above a characteristic tem-
perature between 576 K and 673 K in the micro-compression experiments. At
low temperatures, catastrophic failure characterized by intergranular fracture
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and buckling of individual columnar grains are prevalent. This originates from
the intrinsic void along the grain boundaries and the difficulties in activating
plastic slip.
3. At elevated temperatures, the enhanced mobility of dislocations give rise to an
enlarged plastic zone at the pre-existing GB defects. This cause the effect of
the geometric defects to diminish, and thus, the material exhibits continuous
plastic flow response and more homogeneous deformation.
4. While the strength of the coating will inevitably decrease with increasing tem-
perature, the UFG microstructural design still offers a good strength at elevated
temperatures. In addition, the onset of plasticity at elevated temperatures of-
fers improved defect tolerance capabilities that suppress structural instabilities
observed at low temperatures.
5. Finally, a physics-based model was proposed to predict the effect of temperature,
and intrinsic/extrinsic size on the strength of this coating system, and can
further be applied to other BCC materials. The model was shown to be in
agreement with current experiments as well as previously published W single
crystal studies.
The above highlights that the micro-architectured microstructure offers a great
combination of excellent mechanical strength, and structural integrity at elevated
temperatures, which is ideal for extreme environment applications.
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Crystal Plasticity Finite Element
Modeling of the Thermo-mechanical
Response of Micro-architectured
Tungsten Coating
Image-based modeling and simulations are conducted to investigate the thermo-
mechanical response of the polycrystalline micro-architectured W coatings and to elu-
cidate its microstructure-property relationships. This computational framework com-
prises of microstructural characterization, synthetic microstructure generation, mesh-
ing and crystal plasticity based finite element (CPFEM) simulations. This chapter is
organized as follows. First, the finite-deformation, rate- and temperature-dependent
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crystal plasticity formulation based on the kink-pair mechanism , is summarized. The
procedure for the generation and meshing of the quasi-3D statistically equivalent rep-
resentative microstructure is then presented. To allow nonlinear fracture nucleation
and propagation processes at the grain boundary, a traction-separation type of in-
terface constitutive law is incorporated into the finite element framework through
the embedded cohesive zone model. Using this framework, systematic investigations
were carried out on the deformation and failure in micro-compression experiments at
various temperatures (i.e. 293 K-673 K).
4.1 Finite-deformation Crystal Plasticity
Theory
The fundamentals of single crystal plasticity were established during the early 20th
century, sparked by the development of the well-known Schmid’s law. Around same
time, in an effort to predict the anisotropic deformation of polycrystalline metals,
Taylor [131] and Sachs [132] proposed their own models with an isostrain or isostress
assumption. Later, a more sophisticated self-consistent framework was developed by
Kroner and further extended by Budiansky and Wu [133], Hill [134, 135], and Molinari
et al. [136] in which both equilibrium and compatibility condition across the grain
boundaries were maintained. Although they are computationally efficient, all these
theories were built on certain amount of simplified assumptions without explicitly
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considering the complex geometry and interactions within a polycrystalline mate-
rial. During the last couple of decades, the crystal plasticity finite element method
(CPFEM) was extensively developed and has became a powerful and versatile tool in
examining microstructure-property relationships of crystalline materials, including,
fracture, fatigue, etc.. This section reviews the theory of crystal plasticity within a
finite-strain framework.
4.1.1 Kinematics of Finite Plastic Deformation
From a physical perspective, materials consist a large but finite number of atoms
arranged in either a highly ordered (i.e. crystalline solids), or randomly oriented
(i.e., amorphous solids) manner. However, from a macroscopic perspective, where
the scale or the dimension of the materials is much larger than its atomic structures,
the material can be idealized as a continuum body.
Now consider a continuum body B occupying a region of space Ω0 embedded in
a three-dimensional space and evolving with the time. The reference configuration is
defined as the regions occupied by the continuum body B at a fixed reference time
t0; while the configuration at time t0 + ∆t is to referred as the current configuration.
As shown in Figure 4.1, the position of any material point P belongs to B in the
reference and current configurations are given by their position vector X and x. By
introducing the displacement vectors u, the particle motion can be described as:
x = X + u (4.1.1)
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the configuration space and motion of a continuum body. Image
is adopted from Wikipedia https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conti nuum_mechanics
The mapping from the reference configuration to the current configuration at time t
is thus written as:
x(t) = χ(X, t) (4.1.2)
To establish the deformation of a line element dX emanating from position X
in the reference configuration to dx in the current configuration, the deformation
gradient tensor, F, is defined as:
dx = F · dX (4.1.3)
where
F =
∂χ(X, t)
∂X
=
∂x
∂X
(4.1.4)
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Using Equation 4.1.1, the deformation gradient can be expressed in terms of displace-
ment field:
F = I +∇xu (4.1.5)
where I is the second order identity tensor.
For crystalline matter under finite deformation, the total deformation gradient is
multiplicatively decomposed into elastic and plastic parts [137]:
F = FeFp (4.1.6)
where the elastic component Fe characterizes the elastic stretching and rotation of
lattice, and Fpaccounts for the isochoric plastic deformation, (i.e., det Fp = 1). In this
decomposition, a fictitious intermediate state is introduced between the reference and
current configurations in which each material point is stress-free as shown in Figure
4.2. It should be noted that the intermediate configuration is not uniquely defined
since a rigid body rotation could be imposed without disturbing the unstressed state.
To enforce uniqueness, the elastic deformation gradient tensor Fe must be symmetric.
As the crystal deforms, the lattice stretches and rotates. The slip direction vector
mα0 and slip plane normal vector of slip system α in the current configuration are
given by
mα = Fe ·mα0 and nα = nα0 · Fe
−1 (4.1.7)
where mα0 and nα0 are unit vectors defined in the reference configuration. While the
vectors mα and nα in the deformed configuration are not necessarily unit vectors,
they must remain orthogonal.
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Figure 4.2: Multiplicative decomposition of the total deformation gradient F into elastic
and plastic parts.
4.1.2 Single Crystal Constitutive model and Flow
Rule
The constitutive relationship given in the intermediate configuration is in terms
of the second Piola-Kirchoff stress tensor, S, and Lagrange-Green strain tensor, Ee,
according to
S = C : Ee (4.1.8)
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with
Ee =
1
2
{
FeTFe − I
}
(4.1.9)
where C is the the fourth order anisotropic elasticity tensor. The Cauchy stress tensor
σ defined in the current configuration is related to the second Piola-Kirchoff stress
tensor by
σ =
1
det Fe
FeSFeT (4.1.10)
For dislocation-mediated plasticity, the flow rule, which defines the plastic defor-
mation evolution, is given in terms of the plastic velocity gradient Lp as [138]:
Lp = ḞpFp−1 =
nslip∑
α=1
γ̇αSα0 (4.1.11)
where γ̇α denotes plastic slip rate on slip system α. Sα0 is called the Schmid tenosr
of slip system α given the dyadic product of slip system direction and normal, such
that
Sα0 = m
α
0 ⊗ nα0 (4.1.12)
Slip rate, γ̇α, is commonly formulated as a function of the resolved shear stress,
and following the work by Hutchinson [139], Pan and Rice [140] and Peirce et al. [141]
a power law form expression is used here:
γ̇α = γ̇α0
∣∣∣∣ταsα
∣∣∣∣ 1m sign(τα) (4.1.13)
where γ̇0, m are material properties (i.e., reference slip rate and strain rate sensitivity)
and are determined from experiments. This formulation was originally developed for
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face-centered cubic (FCC) materials, and also has been shown to work in its original
form or variational form for body-centered cubic (BCC) materials by incorporating the
contribution of short range thermally-activated obstacles [142]. Finally, the resolved
shear stress on slip system α is derived as:
τα = (FeTFeS) : Sα0 (4.1.14)
4.1.3 Slip System Resistance Evolution
In dislocation mediated plasticity, the dislocation density is the most important
internal parameters for describing the state of plastic deformation. Here a dislocation
density-based slip resistance evolution model is presented, which has been previously
used to successfully predict the mechanical response of a wide range of FCC and BCC
materials including Cu, W, etc.. [1, 143].
The overall shear resistance on slip system α is the summation of the thermal
and athermal components (including grain boundary and Taylor strengthening mech-
anisms in this work):
sα(T, γ̇) = τ ∗(T, γ̇) + τGB(T ) + τdis(T ) (4.1.15)
where τ ∗ is the stress component associated with thermally-activated process, more
specifically, the Peierls/lattice resistance, while τGB together with τdis represents the
atherml contribution. It should be noted that τGB and τdis originate from athermal
processes but they are weakly temperature-dependent and should be considered if
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simulations are conducted at a wide range of temperatures.
Grain boundaries in polycrystalline materials serves as barriers to block inter-
granualar dislocation transfer down to a grain sizes of ∼10 nm [144]. The classical
Hall-Petch relationship [145, 146] is used here to account for such an effect
τGB(T ) = kHP (T )
1√
D
(4.1.16)
where D is the grain size, and kHP is Hall-Petch strengthening coefficient, which is
commonly fitted from experimental measurements of the flow strength with different
average grain sizes.
In addition to the pile up of dislocations at grain boundaries, the long range
interaction inside grains, namely the dislocation forest hardening is accounted for
according to Taylar equation, such that
ταdis(T ) = bµ(T )
√
hdis(T )ρα(T ) (4.1.17)
where, b is the magnitude of the Burgers vector, µ is the shear modulus, and ραdis is
the dislocation density on slip system α. The dislocation density evolution on slip
system α is characterized by the phenomenological model proposed by Mecking and
Kocks [147]:
ρ̇α =
(
κ1
√
ρα(T )− κ2(ε̇, T )ρα(T )
)
· |γ̇α| (4.1.18)
where κ1 and κ2 are materials parameters represent dislocation generation and anni-
hilation processes, respectively. Their relation is adopted from Beyerlein and Tome’s
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work [148] as
kα2 (ε̇, T )
k1
=
χb
gα
(
1− kBT
Dαb3
ln
ε̇
ε̇0
)
(4.1.19)
where χ, gα, and Dα are interaction parameter (between 0.1 and 1.0), normalized
activation energy, and proportionality factor, respectively. The reference strain rate,
ε̇0 is taken as 10 7 s-1.
4.1.4 Lattice friction model based on kink-pair mech-
anism
In FCC materials, dislocations are commonly observed to dissociate into partials
and forms stacking faults. The planar core structure leads to frictionless gliding
of dislocations even in some high stacking fault energy material (e.g., Al), so the
intrinsic lattice friction term can be in crystal plasticity formulation. However, in
BCC materials, the core of screw dislocation have a non-planar structure which is
characterized by the isotropic/anisotropic spreading on three {110} planes [149, 150].
Dislocation motion is thus characterized by the formation and propagation of kink-
pairs, as shown in Figure 4.3. In this process, the kinks have high mobility that
can propagate effortlessly and the dislocation gliding is controlled by the thermally
activated motion of the screw dislocations. Therefore, an accurate formulation of
lattice friction resistance at various temperatures and strain rates is required.
Within Seeger’s [151, 152] kink-pair model, the macroscopic plastic strain rate γ̇p
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Figure 4.3: Kink-pair formation and expansion. The horizontal line segment represents
the screw dislocations, and the kinks having height of h0 propagate at a velocity vk. The
mean free path length of kink-pairs is Lk. It should be noted that the mobility of two kinks
is generally high, and the propagation is relatively easy.
is related to the internal dislocation behavior through Orowan’s equation:
γ̇p = bρmv(τ, T ) (4.1.20)
where b is the magnitude of Burgers vector, ρm is mobile dislocation density of <111>
screw dislocations. The dislocation velocity v(τ, T ) is given by
v = h0L̄kΓ(τ, T ) (4.1.21)
where h0 is the spacing of two adjacent Peierls valleys, and L̄k is the mean distance of
a pair of kinks when they become trapped as shown in Figure. 4.3. Γ is the nucleation
rate of kink-pairs per unit time per unit length of dislocation line and is expressed as
Γ = Γ0(τ, T ) exp(−
H∗kp
kT
(τ)) (4.1.22)
where H∗kp is the activation enthalpy of thedouble kink. The exact form of Γ0 and de-
tailed discussion about it can be found in [153, 154]. Combining the above equations,
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we reach the Arrhenius type of expression
γ̇ = γ0 exp(−
H∗kp(τ)
kT
) (4.1.23)
where γ0 = bρmh0L̄kΓ0.
Based on the separation distance of two kinks, the activation enthalpy is described
in two regimes with different assumptions and can be divided by a critical separation
distance, xc, as shown in Figure 4.4. In the high temperature regime, a bulge is first
formed on the straight dislocation, and followed by the formation of two kinks when
the leading part reaches the neighboring valley. As the separation x gets larger, the
kink-pair interaction is governed by the long-range elastic interactions. The activation
enthalpy of two fully formed and well separated kinks can be then described by the
elastic-interaction (EI) approximation [155]:
Hkp = 2Hk −
ψ0h
2
0
2x
− τbh0x (4.1.24)
where Hk is the enthalpy of a kink, ψ0 is the pre-logarithmic factor of the dislocation
line tension ψd = ψ0ln(R/r0), where R and r0 are the outer and inner cut-off radii
of the stress field contributions to the dislocation line tension. More specifically,
the second term accounts for the elastic interaction energy and third term describes
the work done by external stresses. The above equation of Hkp is a function of
the separation distance, x. By minimizing the activation energy, Hkp at the critical
configuration is obtained as [151]
H∗kp = 2Hk − 2α
√
τ , with α =
√
h30bψ0/2 (4.1.25)
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when the critical separation is
xc =
√
h0ψ0
2bτ
(4.1.26)
Plugging Equation 4.1.25 into Equation 4.1.23 yields
τ = τEI0
(
1− T
Tc(γ̇)
)2
(4.1.27)
where Tc = 2Hkkln(γ̇0/ ˙̇γ) and τ
EI
0 =
2H2k
ψ0bh30
.
At the low temperature regime, where the separation of kink-pairs is less than the
critical value xc and linear elasticity theory starts to give a poor estimation, Peierls
potential is then introduced to describe such interactions. In the line-tension (LT)
regime, the governing equation of a dislocation line under external stress is [156]
ψd
d2y
dx2
− dU(y)
dy
+ τb = 0 (4.1.28)
where ψd = ψ0ln(R/r0) accounts for the line tension, and U(y) is the Peierls potential
defined as a function of displacement from the position of minimum energy. The kink
pair activation enthalpy is thus the energy difference of kink-pair configurations and
a straight dislocation under the same stress, which can be written as
H∗kp = 2
√
2ψd
∫ y=ymax
y=y0
[U(y)− U(y0)− (y − y0)bτ ]1/2 dy (4.1.29)
where y0 is the equilibrium spacing of a straight dislocation under applied stress τ
(i.e., dU(y)/dy|y=y0 = bτ), and upper limit of the integration, ymax, is determined
from U(ymax) − τbymax = U(y0) − τby0. Accordingly, the solution is depend on the
shape of the Peierls potential.
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Figure 4.4: Kink-pair configurations at high (red line) and low (blue line) temperature
regimes. Dashed line and dotted line indicate energy minima and maximum of Peierls
energy, respectively.
Several potentials can be found in the literature, including Eshelby potential [157],
sinusoidal potentials [158, 159], and antiparabolic potentials [154, 160]. More details
for each potential can be found in [142, 156]. Here, the antiparabolic potential is
used, and the activation enthalpy can be written as [154]
H∗kp = 2Hk
(
1− τ
∗
τ0
)2
(4.1.30)
Plugging above equation into Equation 4.1.23, the lattice friction, τ ∗, can be written
as
τ ∗ = τ0
(
1−
(
T
Tc(γ̇)
) 1
2
)
(4.1.31)
Along with Equation 4.1.27, the analytical expression for τ ∗ at 0 < T < Tc(γ̇) is
τ ∗ =

τ0
(
1−
(
T
Tc(γ̇)
) 1
2
)
0 < T < T̃ (γ̇)
τEI0
(
1− T
Tc(γ̇)
)2
T̃ (γ̇) < T < Tc(γ̇)
(4.1.32)
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where
Tc(γ̇) =
2Hk
kB ln(γ̇0/γ̇)
(4.1.33)
It should be mentioned that Tc(γ̇), which is referred to as the critical or ather-
mal temperature in literature, is defined on the atomic scale that signifies the tem-
perature beyond which the lattice friction becomes zero. It is different than the
brittle-to-ductile transition temperature (BDTT), which is commonly determined
from macroscale experiments and is sensitive to the microstructure and testing meth-
ods [111, 161]. Moreover, Tc is rate-dependent and a higher strain rate leads to a
higher Tc as schematically shown in Figure 4.5. In contrast, the dividing tempera-
ture T̃ (γ̇) is simply defined as a numerical parameter instead as opposed to have any
physical significance because the temperature-dependent configuration of kink-pair is
a continuous process. Also, it is important to realize that the pre-factor coefficients
(i.e., τ0) in LT regime expression represents the minimum stress minimum stress
required for a dislocation to overcome a Peierls valley without the aid of thermal
activation.
The next step is to determine the material parameters in Equations 4.1.32 and
4.1.33 by fitting with data from bulk single crystal experiments at various temper-
atures and strain rates. There are 4 out of 5 total parameters are independent,
including τ0, τEI0 , and any two combinations from Hk, γ̇0 and Tc(γ̇). The EI and LT
models shares all the other parameters except the pre-factor stress, so, theoretically,
2Hk and γ̇0 can be determined from either temperature regime. For example, τEI0
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Figure 4.5: Illustration of kink-pair theory prediction of τ∗ from 0 K to Tc(γ̇) at different
strain rates. Dashed and solid lines indicate high and low strain rates, respectively.
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and Tc(γ̇) can be obtained through a linear fit between experimentally measured
√
τ ∗
and testing temperature, T , at each strain rate. 2Hk and γ0 and then obtained by
linear fitting of 1/Tc(γ̇) and lnγ̇ with the data in EI regime. Lastly, τ0 is determined
through experimental data in LT regime. More details of this process applied on
tungsten will be discussed in Section 4.4.1.
4.2 Numerical Implementation of Crystal
Plasticity Constitutive Model
User defined constitutive relationships can be implemented into Abaqus through
the UMAT or VUMAT subroutine. For performing static/quasi-static simulations
using the Abaqus/standard solver, an accurate and efficient implicit time integration
scheme is required in the UMAT subroutine.
Backward Euler discretization on Ḟp at time t in Equation 4.1.11 yields
Lpt =
(
Fpt − F
p
t−∆t
∆t
)
Fp−1t (4.2.1)
By introducing Equation 4.1.11 into above equation gives
Fpt
−1 = Fp−1t−∆t
(
I−
nslip∑
α=1
∆t γ̇αSα0
)
(4.2.2)
Applying the above equation along with the elasto-plastic decomposition (i.e., Equa-
tion 4.1.6) to the constitutive relation (i.e., Equation 4.1.8) and neglecting the high
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order O(∆t2) terms yields
St = S
tr −
nslip∑
α=1
∆γα(St, s
α
t )B
α (4.2.3)
where
Str = C :
1
2
(A− I) (4.2.4)
Bα = C :
1
2
(
ASα0 + S
α
0
TA
)
(4.2.5)
and
A = Fp−Tt−∆tF
T
t FtF
p−1
t−∆t (4.2.6)
Finally, the new slip resistance is updated using Equation 4.1.15 as
sαt = τ
∗ + τGB + bµ
√
hhisραt (∆γ(St, s
α
t )) (4.2.7)
and the dislocation density is updated through Equation 4.1.18 as
ραt = ρ
α
t−∆t + |∆γ| ·
(
k1
√
ραt−∆t + k2ρ
α
t−∆t
)
(4.2.8)
Now Equations 4.2.3 and 4.2.7 form a set of nonlinear, simultaneous equations of
St and sαt that can be solved through a two-level iteration [162]. In the first level, sαt
are fixed, and St is searched through Newton-Raphson iteration. With the converged
St, the second level of iteration becomes a simple update of new slip resistances sαt
based on the new dislocation density as updated with Equation 4.2.8. This two level
iterative process is repeated until both St and sαt have converged.
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Within the first (inner) level of iteration at time t, a residual R is defined at step
i when using Newton-Raphson method, such that
Rit = S
i
t − Str +
nslip∑
α=1
∆γα(Sit, sj
α) (4.2.9)
Then, an updated estimate of St from step i to step i+1 is calculated through
Si+1t = S
i
t −
[
∂Ri
∂Sit
]−1
Rit (4.2.10)
with
[
∂Rit
∂Sit
]−1
= I +
nslip∑
α=1
Bα ⊗ ∂
∂Sit
[
∆γα(Sit, sj
α)
]
(4.2.11)
subscript j in sαj in Equations 4.2.9 and 4.2.11 refers to jth iteration of second level
(outer) iteration at the current time step.
In addition to the above time integration scheme, the Abaqus/Standard solver
requires computation of the Jacobian matrix to solve for nodal displacements in non-
linear FEM simulations. Although a poor approximation of the Jacobian matrix
will not lead an incorrect solution, an accurate evaluation of the Jacobian matrix is
important for achieving a better convergence rate. This could be obtained through
a numerical perturbation procedure [162]; for computational efficiency, an analyti-
cal formulation derived by Balasubramanian [163] is adopted in the current Abaqus
UMAT subroutine. For better demonstration, the detailed computational procedure
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for the above implicit-time integration scheme is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: time integration algorithm for Abaqus UMAT subroutine
Input: Ft, Ft−∆t, SDVt−∆t (ραt−∆t, St−∆t), ∆t
Output: σt, SDVt ( ραt , St),
∂∆σ
∂∆ε
1 Initialization(slip system, read SDVs);
2 Compute A, Bα, Str based on equations 4.2.4, 4.2.5, 4.2.6;
3 while ∆smax > ∆stol do
4 while redisual Rit > Rtol do
5 calculate ∆γα(Sit, sjα) using equation 4.1.13;
6 calculate Rit using equation 4.2.9;
7 calculate
[
∂Ri
∂Si
]−1
using equation 4.2.11;
8 update stress Si+1t using equation 4.2.10;
9 update shear slip ∆γα(Si+1t , sjα);
10 evalutaion new residual Ri+1t ;
11 increase iteraction counter, such that i = i+1;
12 compute new dislocation density ραt using equation 4.2.8;
13 compute new slip resistance sαj+1 using equation 4.2.7;
14 compute ∆smax =
∣∣max(sαj+1 − sαj )α∣∣ ;
15 Update SDVt (i.e. ραt , St);
16 Calculate Cauchy stress tensor σ;
17 Compute Jacobian matrix (i.e. ∂∆σ
∂∆ε
);
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4.3 Cohesive Zone Model
4.3.1 A Brief Introduction
The concept of cohesive zone was first conceived by Barenblatt [164] and Dugdale
[165] in their work on analyzing the failure process near the crack tip. In this for-
mulation, a fracture process zone is incorporated ahead of the idealized infinite sharp
crack, where singularity showed up based on linear fracture mechanics. Within the
zone, the interface is described by a traction-separation relation. This is a "top-down"
approach for modeling crack initiation and propagation using a continuum descrip-
tion, which generally requires experimental calibration at the small scale [166]. For
its natural compatibility with the framework of continuum mechanics, the idea is
quickly spawned and was introduced into a computational framework by Hillerborg
et al. [167]. Since then, it has been used to investigate fractures on a wide range of
materials (e.g., metals [168], polymers [169], ceramics [170], composites [171] etc..)
under different loading conditions [170, 172, 173].
One of the key the aspects in utilizing the cohesive zone formulation to model
material fracture lies on the development of the traction-separation constitutive rela-
tionship that is able to accurate describe the failure process [174]. Major progress on
this aspect is briefly summarized here. In the early work of Dugdale [165], in order
to solve the plastic zone ahead of steel sheets containing slits, he assumed the stress
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within the cohesive zone is constant and is equal to the yield stress of the material. In
his analysis, the cohesive zone extent is an output whereas later computational work
based on FEM requires the extent of cohesive surfaces to be specified as an input
before simulation. Needleman proposed a cubic polynomial [175] and an exponential
[176] function based CZMs, which is defined by two parameters, cohesive strength
and work of separation, to study the matrix-particle decohesion. Later, Tvergaard
and Hutchinson [177] proposed a trapezoidal shape multi-linear CZM to study the
crack growth during peeling of the adhesive metal joints. Geubelle and Baylor [178]
developed a bilinear triangular-shaped traction-separation relationship to study de-
lamination in composites subjects to low-velocity impact. In these studies, cohesive
elements were inserted before simulation which is referred to as an intrinsic cohesive
formulation in the literature. Meanwhile, these CZMs have an initial elastic regime
before reaching the cohesive strength. This results in an extra system compliance and
leads to size dependent elastic wave speed in dynamic simulation. To address such
issues, Camacho and Ortiz [170] developed so-called extrinsic cohesive formulation
in which cohesive elements are dynamically inserted when some criterion is satisfied
and the initial elastic region is removed. Regarding the recent progress, the PPR
model [179] proposed by Park, Paulino, and Roester which has been widely used for
mixed-mode fractures is also worth mentioning [180, 181].
These above mentioned constitutive relationships as well as those that exist in
the literatures can be classified as either potential-based or nonpotential-based mod-
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els. In potential-based models, for example, the PPR model, the traction-separation
relation is derived by taking the first derivative of the energy potential, which auto-
matically guarantees the consistency of constitutive relationships for arbitrary mixed-
mode conditions. On the other hand, the nonpotential-based models do not possess
such a property, but they are relatively easy to develop because a symmetric system
is not required.
4.3.2 Cohesive Zone Formulations in Abaqus
Most implementations of CZM into the FEM framework rely on the cohesive
element, which is inserted at element boundaries either before or during the simula-
tion. This approach is easy to implement because there is no fundamental difference
between cohesive element compares solid elements but with a different constitutive re-
sponse. Abaqus [182] offers an alternative approach to implement CZMs based on sur-
face contact formulation, which is commonly termed as cohesive surface/contact ap-
proach. In other words, the traction-separation model becomes an interaction/contact
property, not a material property. Compared to element-based formulation, it has the
following advantages [182]: (1) tracking relative geometric relation using the built-in
contact-based algorithm avoids penetration or other unphysical geometric relation-
ship; (2) allows specification of post-failure cohesive behavior if the failed surfaces
come into re-contact; (3) can be used to model "sticky" contact (i.e., free surfaces
can bond after coming into contact); (4) allows the utilization of traction-separation
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relationships in conjunction with other contact formulations (e.g., friction) to model
more complex phenomena at interface; (5) improved numerical convergence has also
been reported [183].
Abaqus has implemented various traction-separation models in its library which
assume initially linear elastic behavior followed by damage initiation and evolution
[182]. Multiple criteria for damage initiation are available and they are: MAXS (max-
imum stress criterion), MAXE/U, (maximum strain/separation criterion), QUADS
(quadratic stress criterion), and QUADE/U (quadratic strain/separation criterion).
Regarding the damage evolution, it can be defined through either the effective dis-
placement or energy dissipation. If the damage evolution is based on energy dissipa-
tion, the dependence of the fracture energy on the mode mix can be defined through a
power law, or Benzeggagh-Kenane form [184] or mode-independent. For the shape of
the damage evolution function, linear, exponential, as well as tabular are supported.
4.4 Evaluation of the Constitutive Model
4.4.1 Estimation of Tungsten Lattice Friction from
Kink-pair Theory
Fitting material parameters in the kink-pair theory requires accurate experimental
measurement of CRSS at various temperatures and strain rates. To avoid variance due
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to the random initial dislocation microstructures, the Ackerman-Mughrabi technique
is commonly adopted [185], where samples are cyclically pre-deformed to produce a
very stable dislocation cell structure before testing. This method has been used for
measuring CRSS of a wide range of BCC metals, including tantalum [186], niobium
[187], and molybdenum [188]. Unfortunately, CRSS data on W measured with such
method is not available, so the CRSS reported by Brunner and Glebovsky [5, 189]
using the lower yield point will be used for the fitting.
In Brunner and Glebovsky’s experiments [5, 189], high-purity W single crystals
were grown using high-vacuum electron-beam floating zone melting technique [190,
191] with a dislocation density approximated to be 5.5 × 109 m-2 [192]. The bulk
crystal bar with a diameter of 10 mm was spark-machined and finally polished into a
dog-bone shape with guage diameter and length of 0.9 mm and 14 mm, respectively.
The longitudinal/tensile direction was measured to have a crystallographic orientation
of [1 4 9] which corresponds to a Schmid factor (SF) of 0.5 for <110>{111} slip
systems. Two types (namely, type-A and type-B) of tensile testing were carried out
at a constant uniaxial strain rate γ̇rss = 1.7×10−3 s-1. In type-A tests, specimens were
isothermally deformed to fracture, however, the parabolic-shaped hardening response
in the stress-strain curve presents a challenge in quantifying the CRSS, so type-B tests
were then introduced. Samples are successively deformed in small strain intervals at
several (decreasing) temperatures after being first deformed at T > 600 K. Negligible
hardening was observed and the stress at the plateau and lower yield points from
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type-B tests were used. During both types measurement methods, stress relaxation
experiment (SRE) were also performed by arresting the cross-head and recording the
decay of applied load with time which allows for calculation of thermal activations
parameters that will be used in the fitting process.
To exclude the contribution of the athermal stress component, τ ∗ is obtained by
subtracting the CRSS at the highest testing temperature (i.e., 11.65 MPa at 785 K),
where τEI0 and Tc(γ̇) are calculated based on the linear fit between
√
τ ∗ and T using
the results above 600 K. This gives Tc = 797.5K which is 0.215 Tm (i.e., melting
temperature) and agrees well with Tc found for other BCC materials [185, 186, 188].
Similarly, τ0 is then fitted by using lower temperature data with the assumption that
the formation enthalpy of isolated kink-pair 2Hk is maintained across all temperature
regimes [120, 142]. Therefore, all the parameters at strain rate ε̇ = 1.7 × 10−3 are
determined, and the fitted curves are plotted along with experimental data in Figure
4.6. To predict τ ∗ at different strain rates, a reference strain rate γ̇0 in Equation
4.1.33 needs to be determined that can be obtained from a linear fit between 1/Tc(γ̇0)
and ln(γ̇). However, as the experiments were only carried out at one strain rate,
ln(γ̇0/γ̇) = 30.7 was calculated from SRE data is used here (for further details refer
to [120]). Figure 4.6 depicts the results from experiments and the kink-pair theory
with fitted parameters that are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Experimentally fitted parameters used in EI and LT models for W
τ0 (MPa) τEI0 (MPa) 2Hk (eV) γ̇0
1036 2057 2.06 3.66× 1010
  EI model
  Brunner
Figure 4.6: Plot of measured [5] and fitted τ∗ using EI and LT models. The athermal
contribution in the experimental data is excluded by subtracting the resolved shear stress
at the highest testing temperature.
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4.4.2 Estimation of Material Parameters for Tung-
sten
Elastic moduli
BCC materials possess cubic symmetry which require 3 independent elastic con-
stants (i.e., C11, C12, and C44) to establish the relationship between stress and strain
as 
σ11
σ22
σ33
σ23
σ13
σ12

=

C11 C12 C12 0 0 0
C11 C12 0 0 0
C11 0 0 0
... C44 0 0
sym · · · 0 C44 0
0 0 C44

=

ε11
ε22
ε33
ε23
ε13
ε12

(4.4.1)
Lowrie and Gonas [121] utilized ultrasonic wave velocity measurements to quantify
elastic properties from room temperature to 2100 K and the fitted quadratic form is
adopted here:
C11 = (536.04− 4.2980× 10−2T − 5.4670× 10−6T 2) GPa (4.4.2)
C12 = (205.14− 1.6281× 10−2T − 3.2490× 10−6T 2) GPa (4.4.3)
C44 = (163.50− 9.1979× 10−2T − 2.0540× 10−6T 2) GPa (4.4.4)
Slip systems
Identifying correct slip systems in tungsten (as well as other BCC metals) has
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always been challenging due to the high probability of cross-slip of screw dislocations
[193]. It’s commonly accepted that all slips happens along the closed packed <111>
direction; however, dislocations can glide on the {112} and {123} planes, which have
smaller interplanar spacing than {110} planes. Thus, there are in total 48 candidate
slip systems, including 12 {110}<111>, 12 {112}<111>, and 24 {123}<111>.
There are a few macro-scale tension tests on single crystal tungsten that can be
found in literature [194–196], however, all of them reported difficulties in identifying
active slip systems. In these experiments, an extensive amount of fine and short slip
lines were observed on the sample surface which could either originate from {110} or
{112} planes due to the cross-slip of screw dislocations. Kim et al. [197] carried out
micro-scale tension and compression on submicron sized BCC metals (i.e., W, Mo,
Ta, Nb) and followed by SEM analysis. They claimed slip traces on sample surface
were too wavy, and only niobium showed clear slip bands along {110} planes. Micro-
compression experiments on 5 µmWmicropillars [4] showed similar wavy deformation
mode. Nevertheless, it is generally agreed that slip happens on {110} and {112}
planes. As such, 12 {110}<111> and 12 {112}<111> slip systems (listed in Table
4.2) are considered in the CPFEM simulations.
Flow and hardening parameters
Most of the flow and hardening parameters used in this work are adopted from
visco-plastic self-consistent (VPSC) modeling of W work by Terentyev et al. [1], where
parameters were calibrated with experiments carried out above 600 K. Considering
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Table 4.2: Slip systems for CPFEM simulation
α [nα0 ]{110} α [n
α
0 ]{112} m
α
0
1 (110) 13 (211) <1̄11>
2 (110) 15 (121) <11̄1>
3 (101) 14 (112) <111̄>
4 (101̄) 16 (2̄11) <111>
5 (101) 21 (121̄) <1̄11>
6 (011) 17 (1̄12) <11̄1>
7 (011) 18 (1̄21) <111̄>
8 (011̄) 20 (112̄) <111>
9 (011̄) 23 (11̄2) <1̄11>
7 (011̄) 19 (211̄) <11̄1>
10 (011) 22 (21̄1) <111̄>
12 (101̄) 24 (12̄1) <111>
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that the current work focuses on a lower temperature regime (i.e., 293 K-673 K),
slight adjustments were made on those temperature-dependent parameters. For suc-
cinctness, only the changes are discussed in this section.
In their work, the Hall-Petch coefficient kHP was experimentally measured at
various temperatures and is shown in Table 4.3. It shows a linear dependence
between T and kHP such that kHP = a − T · b, where a = 0.72 MPa ·
√
m and
b = 3.42× 10−4 MPa ·
√
m ·K−1. They attributed the negative proportional rela-
tionship to the thermally-activated absorption and transition of dislocations at the
grain boundaries since these activities are enhanced at higher temperatures. Using
this relation and extrapolating to lower temperatures gives 0.49 MPa ·
√
m(673K),
0.52 MPa ·
√
m(573 K), 0.58 MPa ·
√
m(423 K), and 0.62 MPa ·
√
m (293 K). This ex-
trapolation may lead to an overestimation of the Hall-Petch effect at the lower tem-
perature regime, thus, considering the temperature range in this work, kHP is set to
be 0.5 MPa ·
√
m, which is also supported by the experimental measurements on UFG
tungsten [198, 199].
Regarding the dislocation interaction parameter hdis in the Taylor hardening re-
lation (i.e., Equation 4.1.17), extrapolation based on the experimental calibration at
600 K- 800 K in [1] is used. Using the relationship hdis = c−T ·d with c =0.38 and d
= 4× 10−4 K−1, the values of hdis at different temperatures used in the current study
is listed in Table 4.4. It should be mentioned that τdis is proportional to the square
root of hdis and Taylor hardening only contributes a small portion to flow stress, the
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bias introduced by extrapolation will be limited. All other parameters are directly
adopted from [1] and are listed in Table 4.5
Table 4.3: Temperature-dependent Hall-Petch strengthening coefficient kHP measured
from experiments [1].
Temperature (K) 773 873 1273
kHP (MPa ·
√
m) 0.45 0.42 0.28
Table 4.4: Temperature-dependent dislocation interaction coefficient hdis used in current
study.
Temperature (K) 293 423 573 673
hdis 0.26 0.21 0.15 0.11
4.4.3 Evaluation the Crystal Plasticity Model for a
Single Grain
Before directly applying the above proposed CP model and parameters into the
imaged-based simulation, a few simple simulation cases are carried out on single
crystal for validation and demonstration purposes. In these cases, uniaxial tension
is performed on a single C3D8 element up to 15% engineering strain at a constant
engineering strain rate of 10-3 s−1 and then plotted as true stress versus true strain
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Table 4.5: Flow and hardening paramters adopted from [1] and used in the simulations.
Parameter Definition Value Unit Used in equation
γ̇α0 reference shear rate 10-3 s-1 4.1.13
m strain rate sensitivity coefficient 0.02 - 4.1.13
kHP Hall-Petch coefficient 0.50 MPa·
√
m 4.1.16
b magtitude of Burger’s vector 0.274 nm 4.1.17
κ1 Kocks-Mecking parameter 4.8× 108 m-1 4.1.17
gα normalized activation energy 2.8×103 - 4.1.17
Dα proportionality constant 104 MPa 4.1.18
ε̇0 reference strain rate 107 s-1 4.1.19
using Equations 2.5.4 and 2.5.5.
To begin with, true stress-strain curves at four temperatures in which our in situ
experiments were carried out is shown in Figure 4.7. The simulation is performed
on a [001]-oriented single crystal with a initial dislocation density of 1012 m−2. At
this temperature regime, the response shows strong temperature dependence and
in great accordance with the predications from kink-pair theory and experimental
measurements. Based on Schmid’s law, 4 out of 12 {112}[111] type of slip systems
possesses the maximum Schmid factor (i.e., 0.471) and are activated in this case.
To demonstrate the effect of loading direction, true stress-strain curves of crystals
with three different crystallographic orientations (i.e., [1̄11], [112], [1̄49] with Schmid
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Figure 4.7: The true stress-strain responses of a [001]-oriented single crystal W at different
temperatures with a constant strain rate of 1× 10−3 s−1.
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factor of 0.272, 0.408, 0.500 ) with aspect loading axis are presented in Figure 4.8.
For clearness, only the lowest temperatures (i.e., 293 K) results are shown.
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Figure 4.8: True stress-strain responses of [-1 1 1],[1 1 2] and [-1 4 9] oriented single crystal
W specimens at 293 K. The Schmid factors for these crystals are 0.272, 0.408, and 0.500,
respectively.
The dislocation density evolution for a [1̄49]-oriented crystal is loaded at 293 K and
673 K in uniaxial-tension at a engineering strain rate 10-3 of and dislocation evolution
of the four slip systems with different SF between 0 and 0.5 are shown in Figure 4.9.
At 293 K, only slip systems with SF larger than 0.26 are activated, and the slip system
that possesses the highest SF was activated at a very small strain and finally reached
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a dislocation density on the order of 1014 m−2. For the (211)[1̄11] slip system that has
a SF of 0.37, it was activated at about 3% of true strain before which plasticity was
exclusively activated on the [1̄01][111] slip system. For slip systems with a SF less than
0.26, the dislocation density remains as constant during the deformation indicating
these system was not contributors to plastic deformation. At 673 K, in contrast to 293
K, the (1̄21)[111̄] slip systems were activated at ∼ 3% strain. However, the (1̄01)[111]
slip system exhibited a lower final dislocation density compares to 293K, and this is
attributed to the lower dislocation interaction parameter (i.e., hdis), which decreases
with increasing temperature. However, it is observed that more slip systems were
activated, which reflects the enhanced plasticity at elevated temperatures.
To finish the discussion on the constitutive response, the effect of initial dislocation
density is investigated and shown in Figure 4.10. At 293 K, one order of magnitude
difference initial dislocation density leads to less than a 20 MPa variation in both
yield strength and flow strength; at 673 K, this difference is further reduced due
to the smaller hdis. The observed small variation, on one hand, is attributed to
the small contribution of Taylor hardening to the total slip resistance throughout
the deformation; on the other hand, for the lower initial dislocation density case,
dislocations multiplies quickly during the initial loading. As shown in Figure 4.10(b),
for the ρ0 = 1011 case, dislocation density on primaty slip system (i.e., (1̄01)[111] )
ramps up quickly and catches up to 1012 m−2 within 0.005 true strain.
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Figure 4.9: Dislocation evolution of a [1̄49] orientated single crystal tungsten under uniaxial
tension at 293 K (a) and 673 K (b).
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Figure 4.10: The true stress-strain responses (a) and dislocation density evolution (b) of
a [001]-oriented single crystal tungsten at different temperatures with a constant strain rate
of 1× 10−3 s−1. 143
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4.4.4 Estimation of Cohesive Zone Parameters for
Grain Boundary
Utilizing the cohesive zone formulations generally requires calibrating the param-
eters inside the model with dedicated experiments. Mohammed and Liechti [200] uti-
lized four-point bending tests to characterize the brittle adhesive interface of epoxy-
aluminum. Yang et al. [201] carried out peeling tests on adhesively-bonded metal
joints and calibrated the parameters inside a trapezoidal shape CZM in order to
study mixed-mode fracture of plastically deformed adhesive joints. Li et al. [180]
used cruciform and micro-droplet tests to calibrate and validate the parameters in
PPR and bilinear CZMs in S-glass fiber reinforced epoxy-matrix composites to study
its damage evolution. This approach generally gives promising results but the exper-
imentation involves significant efforts.
However, experimental quantification is accessible when the interfaces and materi-
als can be processed into a well-defined geometry. Alternatively, atomistic simulations
have also been used to parametrize the traction-separation relationships of the inter-
faces of various materials, for example, graphene–polymer [202], aluminum-silicon
carbide [203], and slica-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxy silane (GPS)[204]. For metals,
Yamakov et al. [205] used MD to extract cohesive zone representations of intergranu-
lar fracture in FCC aluminum; Zhou et al. [206] and Lloyd et al. [207] also attempted
this atomistic-to-continuum approach. It offers great flexibility in fitting CZM pa-
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rameters under mix-mode conditions, however, it has not been proven that a strategy
that relies on atomistic simulations exclusively is able to predict fractures in bulk
metallic samples. This could be partially attributed to the spatial and temporal res-
olution of atomistic simulations, which it is not able to fully capture the non-local
multi-scale failure mechanisms in metals.
Experimental characterization of grain boundary traction-separation relationships
generally gives better estimations; however, may be limited to specific kinds of mi-
crostructures. Wei and Anand [208] developed an ad-hoc CZM for GB of nanocry-
talline nickel and calibrated the model using uniaxial tension experiments. However,
this approach is only limited to the nanocrystalline materials in which only grain
boundary mechanisms - sliding and separation - are activated and each grain only
deformed elastically. More recently, Kupka et al. [209] utilized micro-mechanical ex-
periments and CPFEM simulations to parametrize the material and grain boundary
properties in an aluminum lithium alloy. In their work, micro-compression tests were
used to fit material parameters in a crystal plasticity model; micro-cantilevers with a
pre-notch at the GB was used to create stress concentrations and to trigger intergran-
ular fracture. At the end, the grain traction-separation law was identified by back
fitting micro-bending simulations with different CZM parameters to experiments.
In this work, a similar back fitting approach is used and the set of parameters that
yields the best resemblance with the micro-compression experiments are adopted. A
bilinear traction-separation law with a maximum nominal stress (MAXS) criterion is
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used as shown in Figure 4.11.
K
Traction
Separation
(1-D)K
Figure 4.11: Schematic of the bilinear cohesive zone model used in the current work. The
damage is initiated at a critical traction value (i.e., t0n, t0n or t0n), and failure happens at
critical separation δfm.
For the initial elastic regime, the traction relates to separation of the cohesive
surface and is expressed in uncouple form as
t =

tn
ts
tt

=

Knn 0 0
0 Kss 0
0 0 Ktt


δn
δs
δt

= Kδ (4.4.5)
where tn, ts, and tt are the normal, and two perpendicular planar tangential com-
ponents of the traction vector t of the cohesive surface, δn, δs, and δt the are corre-
sponding components of the separation vector δ. Knn, Kss, and Ktt are taken to be
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106 µN/µm3; a larger stiffness value leads to the singularities in global stiffness ma-
trix which undermines the convergence rate, while a smaller value introduce excessive
compliance into the system. The maximum nominal stress (MAXS) criteria is used
such that
max
{〈tn〉
t0n
,
ts
t0s
,
tt
t0t
}
= 1 (4.4.6)
where t0n, t0s, and t0t are the cohesive strengths along normal and two perpendicular in-
plane direction. The Macaulay bracket, 〈〉, guarantees that compressive deformation
does not lead to the initiation of damage. A normal cohesive strength of t0n = 200 MPa
is chosen based on micro-bending experiment on beams that fractured at ∼ 200 MPa,
and two tangential cohesive strengths are assumed to be equal to the normal cohesive
strength. The effective displacement δm is defined as [210]:
δm =
√
〈δn〉2 + δ2s + δ2t (4.4.7)
where δn, δs, δt are the separations in the normal and two perpendicular tangential
directions, respectively. Again, the Macaulay bracket ensures compressive stress will
not contribute to failure of the interface. As the effective displacement reaches a
critical value of δfm, the cohesive interface fails. This critical value is set to 5 nm for
293 -573 K, which is equivalent to an energy release rate of 0.5 J/m2 based on the
calculation of the area under the bilinear traction-separation curve. This relatively
low energy release rate is rationalized by the pre-existing defects along the grain
boundaries. At 673 K, δfm = 20 nm is adopted to account for the brittle-to-ductile
transition, which is commonly observed at 573-673 K [111]. This quadrupling of the
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critical separation distance or energy release rate is supported by the experimental
measurements of CVD-grown tungsten bulk specimen [211]. Finally, a scalar damage
variable, D, is defined to provide a measure of damage, such that
D(δ) =
〈
δfm(δmax − δ0m)
δmax(δ
f
m − δ0m)
〉
(4.4.8)
where δ0m is the effective displacement when the damage first initiates, and δmax is
the maximum effective displacement that had been reached in the loading history.
4.5 Representative Microstructure andMesh
Generation for Simulation
4.5.1 Quasi-3D Microstructure Generation Using
Dream.3D
In this study, 3D microstructures is generated by extruding 2D slices into 3D.
There are two main reasons to adopt this treatment. On one hand, both cross-
sectional EBSD maps and ion channelling contrast micrographs suggest the grains
have straight and vertical boundaries. On the other hand, our post-failure and our
in situ observations indicates all fractured boundaries are straight. It should be
mentioned here there have recently been a few attempts to use statistics derived
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from 2D EBSD maps (from top surface and cross-sectional surface) to reconstruct 3D
microstructures [212].
Grain size and crystallographic orientation statistics were first extracted from the
2D EBSD IPF on the top surface as discussed in Chapter 2. Then, the Dream.3D
software [213] was used for 3D microstructure generation with parameters shown in
Figure 4.12. "Mu" and "Sigma" are parameters (µ, σ) defined as parameters for
logarithmic normal distribution. A bin size of 0.2 µm was chosen with minimum and
maximum cut-off values (i.e., 1 and 2, respectively) in order to exclude very large
and small features. The truncation, which is defined with respect to cut-off values,
is eµ−min/max×σ, and in this case grains that have an equivalent sphere diameter
(ESD) less than 0.498 µm and larger than 4.13 µm will be excluded in the synthetic
microstrucure.
Dream.3D stores microstrucutral information on a discretized data grid. Here, a
voxel size of 0.1 × 0.025 × 0.025 µm3 is used to construct a synthetic microstructure
having dimensions of 5× 25 × 30 µm3. This setup offers high in-plane (y-z plane)
resolution and enables a good depiction of grain morphology, while keeping the file
compact. The final synthetic microstructure is shown in Figure 4.13. Afterward, 2D
slices are extraced from the 3D microstructure parallel to y-z plane. At the end,
2D microstructures with an area of 5 × 5 µm2 are sampled from the 2D slices, the
procedure is shown in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.12: Screenshot of Dream.3D GUI to show the input statistics for virtual micros-
tucture synthesis. A bin size of 0.2 µm was used which created 19 bins. Grains with an ESD
less than less than 0.498 µm and larger than 4.13 µm are excluded.
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Figure 4.13: Images of synthetic microstructures created using Dream.3D. The initial
3D microstructure shown on the left side has dimensions of 5× 25 × 30 µm3. Afterward,
slices of 2D microstructure were extracted from the 3D microstrucutre. Finally, 5 × 5 µm2
microstructures are randomly sampled from 2D microstructures.
4.5.2 Mesh Generation and Identification of Grain
Boundary
The square 2D microstructures were then postprocessed into circles having diame-
ters of 4.5 µm and converted into the format required by ImageToModel software [214]
using a Matlab script. After they were imported, erosion, dilation, and small object
filters were applied in order to remove small objects (i.e., small grains and artifacts)in
the voxel dataset. Finally, 2D slices were extruded to the desired height followed by
a smoothing procedure to guarantee smooth grain boundary morphologies before the
mesh generation.
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The mesh was generated using SimModeler software developed at Simmetrix Inc.
[214]. The geometries were meshed using tetrahedron elements having an edge length
no more than 0.2 µm, and mesh refinement was applied based on the criterion of
a maximum skewness (i.e., 0.85) to reach a desirable mesh quality. Using these
parameters give a total element number of ∼200,000 for each pillar with dimensions
of D = 4.5 µm, H = 12 µm. An example of the meshed geometry is shown in Figure
4.14.
It is reported that linear tetrahedral elements exhibit stiffer response due to vol-
umetric locking, which causes overestimated the local stress that is particularly in-
appropriate to be used for buckling investigations. It should be mentioned here that
Cheng et al. [95] proposed several locking-free tetrahedron-mesh-based formulations
that are computationally efficient. Unfortunately, these advanced techniques/ formu-
lations have not been incorporated into Abaqus, so quadratic tetrahedral elements
(i.e., C3D10 or TET10) were used in the current study to remedy the volumetric-
locking at the cost of a higher computational power.
Finally, grain boundaries were identified on the meshed geometry using a Matlab
script developed for this thesis work. The script is able to insert additional nodes at
the shared surfaces of two elements in case they belongs to different grains. Moreover,
it constructs cohesive surfaces definitions automatically and writes them into the
simulation input file.
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Figure 4.14: Image of a meshed pillar with a dimension of D = 4.5 µm, H = 12 µm, and
a mesh size of 0.2 µm with adaptive refinement to ensure good mesh quality.
4.5.3 Simulation Geometry and Setup
Three pillars (i.e., P1, P2 and P3) with different microstructures were selected
for the simulations to investigate the effect of local microstructures where P1 has
columnar grains with similar sizes, while P2 has a single grain that is much larger in
size than the others, as shown in Figure 4.15. Regarding the texture, 3 different sets
of crystallographic orientations were randomly generated for each of the microstruc-
tures. It should be mentioned here, the cut-off effect on the exterior grains is also
considered when appllying the Hall-Petch effect, and when in-plane grain size is less
than 0.65 µm (i.e., half of the average in-plane grain size), an in-plane grain size of
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0.65 µm is assumed to avoid the stress singularity raised due to the extra small grains.
Assuming each columnar grain is an ellipsoid, the equivalent spherical grain diameter
is computed as
dESD =
3
√
12
√
4A
π
(4.5.1)
where A is the in-plane area of each grain measured from the 2D microstructure.
P1 P2 P3
Figure 4.15: Top view of the microstructures of the pillars used in the simulations that have
z diameter of 4.5 µm in the simulation. Three different sets of crystallographic orientations
are randomly generated for each of the pillar.
To mimic the experimental setup, a diamond flat punch was also included in the
simulation and the bottom of the pillar is fixed (i.e., X=Y=Z=0) as shown in Figure
4.16. The punch has a surface area of 9 × 9 µm2 and a thickness of 1 µm. The
diamond punch is treated as an isotropic elastic material having an elastic modulus
E = 1200 GPa and a Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.2 [215]. The bottom surface of the
punch and the top surface of the pillar is aligned with their centers coincided at the
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beginning of the simulation. Moreoever, the contact in-between is defined as "Surface-
to-surface" formulation (which gives significant better accuracy than "Surface-to-
node" formulation) and is tracked using "Small-sliding" algorithm in Abaqus. The
Coulomb model with a coefficient of 0.03 was used to account the friction between the
punch and the pillar [216]. Simulations with higher coefficients (i.e., 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) do
not result in noticeable changes in stress-strain response. In addition, take advantage
of the surface-based cohesive behavior definition, a "hard" contact with zero friction
are used for modeling the interaction of the grains after GB failure.
z
x
Constant strain rate 10-3 s-1
“Surface-to-surface” con-
tact formulation with
Coulomb friction model
4.5 μm
12 μm
"xed
Figure 4.16: Schematic of the simulation geometry. The pillar size is D = 4.5 µm, H =
12 µm with a fixed bottom end and a diamond punch in contact with the top surface.
Quasi-static simulations are usually carried out through the "General, Static"
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procedure in Abaqus where the mass matrix or inertia effect is not included. How-
ever, it is commonly observed that "General, Static" simulations terminated due to
non-convergence when the simulation is strongly nonlinear (e.g., contact) or local in-
stabilities emerge (e.g., buckling). Stabilization schemes based on introducing extra
viscosity may not remedy the issue and may distort the solution. To address these
issues, the "Dynamic, Implicit" procedure with "Quasi-static" application type was
used in the current work. It should be noted here that the Abaqus "Dynamic, Im-
plicit" procedure has three application types with different level of energy dissipation,
and they are "Transient fidelity", "Moderate dissipation", and "Quasi-static". The
"Quasi-static" type gives larger energy dissipation than the other two, and the inertia
effects are introduced to regularize the unstable behavior (e.g., buckling). From the
numerical perspective, the fundamental difference is that "Quasi-static" enforces a
backward Euler time integration scheme while the other two using Hilber-Hughes-
Taylor time integration. As this procedure uses the Abaqus/Standard solver, the
UMAT used in "General, Static" procedure can be directly adopted without any
modifications except the density of each materials need to be specified in order to
form a mass matrix. In our simulations, densities of 19.3 g/cm3 and 3.51 g/cm3 were
applied to W and diamond, respectively.
All simulations were performed using at a constant engineering strain rate of 10-3
s-1 by applying a constant displacement rate on top of the punch, where the lateral
displacements were set to zero. The engineering stress is calculated by dividing the
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reaction force of the punch to the top surface area of the pillar before deformation.
All simulations and visualizations were conducted commercial FEM software Abaqus
2016 [217].
4.6 Simulation Results and Discussions
Utilizing the above developed framework, a series of CPFEM simulations were
performed to study the effects of temperature, texture, microstructure, etc. on the
mechanical response of the micropillars. The numerical results and discussion are
presented in this section. It should be noted that no special calibration is performed
specifically for the W coating before simulation, and parameters are adopted from
polycrystalline tungsten studies that exist in literatures, which may not be a perfect
description of the CVD grown tungsten. So the goal of the current work is not to
pursue a one-to-one matching of our experiments, but instead, to better understanding
the roles of multiple underlying mechanisms to help in the process of contributes to
future design of such coatings.
4.6.1 The Effect of Temperature
Our experiments indicate, among multiple factors, temperature plays the domi-
nant role in the defromation mode in the micro-architectured W. It was rationalized
that that increase of temperature lowers the lattice friction and provides extra amount
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of plasticity, and thus results, in an improved defect tolerance compatibility at a cost
of strength. Here, numerical results provides a quantitative analysis of this process
so it can be better understood.
The engineering stress-strain curves from simulations and experiments are shown
in Figure 4.17. The simulation results are from microstructure P1, and only part
of the experimental results are shown for clearness (one at each temperature). It is
shown that the simulations give a good prediction on the yield strength at different
temperatures: at 293 K, both the simulation and experiments shows a yield strength
around 1.6 GPa; at 673 K, both give around 750 MPa yield strength. Among all
testing temperatures, only the 423 K simulation gives a higher predication around
200 MPa, which could be partially attributed to the overestimation of lattice friction
(see Figure 4.6) that the fitted curve yields a slightly higher prediction than the
experimental measurement at 400 - 500 K. At 423 K, the predicted lattice friction is
about ∼35 MPa higher than that of experimental measurement, which is converted
to ∼78 MPa flow stress (by using a Taylor factor of 2.25).
For the initial linear regime of simulation, the slope gives a Young’s modulus
of ∼380 GPa, which perfectly matches the theoretical value of polycrystalline W
and is consistent with our input material parameters. This is attributed to the ideal
scenario where there is perfect alignment between the punch and pillar top surface and
an absence of any defects/void in the simulation volume. These idealized conditions
would not be possible in experiments for a few reason. For one thing, microstructural
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Figure 4.17: Engineering stress-strain responses of micro-compression experiments from
both (a) simulations and (b) experiments conducted at 293-673 K. Numerical results are
from synthetic microstructure P1 with texture T1; for experimental results, only one at
each temperature is shown.
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characterization in Chapter 2 indicates that the material has a large amount voids
and thus the modulus is expected to be lower than condensed counterpart. Moreover,
these voids as well as other defects beneath the pillar can increase the base compliance
of the pillar which could not be fully corrected by Sneddon’s formula in Equation 2.5.9.
Lastly, the alignment and contact between the pillar top surface and punch are less
likely to be perfect in the real world due to slight tilt angles and surface roughness
[218]. All of these effects could be studies in our simulation, the first two effects could
be incorporated into simulation by incorporating a porous based material, and the
last one can be considered by small rotations of the punch angle.
Regarding the post-yielding behavior, the hardening rate of the simulation is gen-
erally higher than seen in the experiments, and this is partially attributed to the
extra compliance and voids in the real material. It should be mentioned there that
the displacement-controlled method was used for simulation which allow the stress
relaxation whereas the load-controlled method was used for experiments in which
failure will manifest as strain-bursts. It is shown that the first load drop is observed
at 3.5% of engineering strain for 293 K and gradually increases to 5% at 573 K due to
the enhanced plasticity at higher a temperature. Beyond this point, a plateau shows
up before the observation of significant stress drops at 5.5% to 8.5% strain depend
on temperature. This is in qualitative agreement with the experimental observation
that the strain burst or plateau occurs somewhere between 5% to 10% strain at 293
- 573 K. At 673 K, the simulations successfully capture the experimentally observed
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Figure 4.18: Deformation morphologies of pillar P1 with texture T1 at different tempera-
tures and strain levels. The punch at the top of the pillar is excluded for better visualization.
The stress concentration for 293 K at 7.5% and 10% comes from the contact of sharp pillar
edge contacting the punch.
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continuous hardening behavior which continues to a very high level of strain with-
out softening but at a lower rate. The in situ snapshots (c.f., Figure 3.12) show
the formation of a localized shear zone, which could reduced the overall hardening
rate reflected in the engineering stress-stain response. The pre-existing voids, which
are not explicitly incorporated in the simulation geometry will also lead to localized
deformation and reduce the overall hardening. It should be noted that as the harden-
ing parameters were adopted from a dense polycrystalline W which exhibits stronger
hardening rate than the W coating with voids at GB.
Regarding crack nucleation and propagation, the simulations offer full-field track-
ing capabilities that is more informative than surface observations in the experiments,
and ratio of fractured GB with the evolution of engineering strain is shown in Figure
4.19(b). In addition, deformation morphologies at different strain levels are shown in
Figure 4.18. It is shown that the onset of fracture occurs after yield at 1% of strain
and then propagates rapidly. Under such small strains, the pillar deforms uniformly
without barreling and the stress state remains unixial. However, the crystallographic
orientation and grain size variation leads to different stress levels in the iso-strained
columnar grains. This suggests that the grain boundary failure is initiated and pro-
moted due to the anisotropic deformation of grains across the grain boundary. To
verify the hypothesis, a micro-compression simulation on the [001]-textured sample
(i.e., all grains has [001] orientation) on the same microstructure was carried out.
Upon doing so, no GB fracture is observed within 5 % strain. If the Hall-Petch effect
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Figure 4.19: (a) Engineering stress-strain responses and (a) ratio of fractured GB with
respect to total GB area during loading.
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is applied in an average sense (a.k.a, assume all grains have the same in-plane grain
size), the onset of fracture happens at a even larger strain (more than 10 %). As
shown in Figure 4.19(b), with strain reaches At 5% strain, 50%, 46%, and 39% is
failed for 293 K, 423 K, 573 K simulations, and the pillars already exhibited barrel
shape (see Figure 4.18)which indicates the crack propagation is promoted by nor-
mal stress/separation instead of shear stress. For the 673 K, the more ductile grain
boundary along with increase in plasticity in each grain significantly slows down the
fracture propagation as shown in Figure 4.19(b). The pillar is able to sustain up to
∼ 13 % of engineering strain without exhibiting a load drop.
This observation is also supported by the deformation morphology as shown in
Figure 4.18. At 2.5 % strain, the pillar undergoes uniform deformation at all temper-
atures. This is clear from the uniform stress contours in each grain and the observed
slight stress variation in different grains is due to the crystallographic orientation, but
no local GB decohesion is observed on the surfaces. At 5% strain, it is observed that
two grains at the circumference have already bowed out due to the high aspect ratio
and free lateral motion, which is an effect only seen at 293 K and 423 K. In contrast,
for higher temperatures, the pillar is still maintains their structural integrity upon
deformation. With an increase in strain level, at 7.5% strain, noticeable intergranular
crack are observed at 573 K ; meanwhile, for the lower temperature case, more and
more columnar grains start to buckle and fracture along grain boundaries. At 10%
strain, intergranular fracture is predominant at 293 K-573 K cases, while no notice-
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able cracks are observed for 673 K which is similar to our in situ experiments (see
Figure 3.12). It should be pointed out that the temperature difference also leads to a
different final deformation morphology of the pillar as shown for 293 K and 573 K at
10% strain. Nevertheless, since the strain level is moderate, no fractured grains are
able to overcome the friction with punch, and thus the buckling mode is limited to
the first mode with periodicity of 12 µm.
4.6.2 The Effect of Texture
As previously indicated, the texture or crystallographic orientation of each colum-
nar grain will affect both the strength and fracture of the coating. To characterize
this, a systematic study is carried out in this section. Three different sets (namely, T1,
T2, and T3) of crystallographic orientations are randomly generated and assigned to
microstructure P1 for simulations, and the resulting stress-strain responses at 293 K
and 673 K are shown in Figure 4.20. The flow stresses at 1% and 2.5% of engineering
stress are listed in Table 4.6. Among threes randomly generated textures, there is a
131 MPa variation in flow stress (at 1% strain) observed at 293 K, which decreases
to 86 MPa for 673 K which also partially explains the reduced scattering at elevated
temperatures seen in our experiments.
Regarding the effect on crack nucleation and propagation, it is shown that texture
T2 and T3 yield higher flow stresses and thus lead to earlier crack nucleation and
propagation as shown in Figurer 4.20(b). It should be noted that texture T2 gives
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Table 4.6: Effect of crystallographic texture on the flow stress (at 1% and 2.5% engineering
strain) at 293 K and 673 K.
T Texture-1 Texture-2 Texture-3 Mean Variation
(K) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa) (MPa)
293
1678 1722 1809 1736 131
1818 1874 1976 1889 158
673
852 887 938 892 86
933 971 1028 977 95
the highest flow stress, however, which also helps to promote fracture. At 673 K, the
flow stress start to decrease at ∼8 % strain. Close examination of the model shows
that two neighboring grains have a magnified difference in stress state that originates
from crystallographic orientation variation, and leads to earlier crack nucleation. In
addition, these two grains are located at the circumference without side constraints
which results in easier buckling and crack propagation. This suggests, for the small
volumes tested that have only∼ 10 grains, the texture effect can not be ignored and its
randomly in small volumes will contribute to scatter in experimental measurements.
4.6.3 The Effect of Microstructure
For the buckling problem, it is suggested the slenderness ratio is an indicator of
the susceptibility of a column to buckling. In the previous section, the simulations
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Figure 4.20: Engineering stress-strain responses of microcompression simulations with
microstructure P1 and three different crystallographic textures.
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were carried out on a microstructure having similar in-plane grain sizes. However,
for the coating being studied here, the in-plane grain size follows the a logarithmic
normal distribution which implies the slenderness of each columnar grain could vary
dramatically. Considering that the micropillar we tested are comprised of only a few
grains with a large surface to volume ratio, the effect grain size scatter deserves more
detailed study. Moreover, along with variation of the in-plane grain size, the strength
of each grain will also change accordingly following a the Hall-Petch relationship.
Thus, it is critical to investigate the effect of microstructure on the deformation of
such a coating.
For this purpose, simulations on microstrcture P2, which is comprised of a large
grain a few small grains were carried out. The stress-strain curves and deformation
morphology at different strain levels are shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22, respectively.
The stress-strain curves from microstructure P1 and texture T1 are also included for
comparison. It is shown that the flow stress (at 1% strain) is 130 MPa lower at 293
K and 104 MPa at 673 K which is attributed to the Hall-Petch effect. Based on the
rule of mixture, grain with larger size will contribute to a larger fraction of the flow
stress and the increased grain size will reduce the CRSS, thus doubling its effects.
It should be noted here the difference in flow stress does not exclude the effect of
crystallographic orientation difference as they are randomly assigned. However, this
difference is a conservative value as it is the lowest one in the Table 4.6. If the highest
one in Table 4.6 is used, the difference will reach 231 MPa.
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Figure 4.21: (a) True stress-strain responses and (b) GB fracture evolution.
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It is shown in Figure 4.21(b), the reduced slenderness and the associated lower flow
stress has little effect in delaying crack nucleation but doest retard its propagation.
This may attributed to two possible explanations: (1) larger grain size scattering
introduces large stress incompatibilities at the grain boundaries which promote the
cohesive damage initiation; (2) as shown in Figure 4.22, the grain with the largest
size has more resistance to buckling, however, other smaller grains start to show an
"S" shape at an early stage of deformation. At 673 K, it is shown that fracture
propagation becomes much slower as compared to that of microstructure P1, and at
15 % engineering strain, less than 20 % of grain boundaries are failure. In Figure
4.22, GB delamination is observed on the surface of the pillar.
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Figure 4.22: Deformation morphologies of pillar P2 at 293 K and 673 K at different engi-
neering strain levels. The punch at the top of the pillar is excluded for better visualization.
4.6.4 Discussion on the Limitations of Current CPFEM
Formulations and CZM
In this chapter, the effects of crystallographic orientation and microstructure on
the engineering stress-strain responses were discussed, and they were shown to have
a major contribution to the observed scattering in the experiments. At room tem-
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perature, a variation of crystallographic orientation leads to a ∼ 150 MPa flow stress
different(at 1% and 2.5% engineering strain as shown in Table 4.6). Furthermore, by
changing the microstructure another ∼ 150 MPa flow stress variation is observed (as
shown in Figure 4.21(a)). These observations indicate the variation in response is
an inherent property of the small specimens, which contains only ∼ 10 grains, thus
a one-to-one matching between experiment and simulation is not possible unless the
identical microstructure is used in the simulation as that in the experiments. This
could also be rationalized by the concept of property-based statistically equivalent
representative volume element (P-SERVE) [212, 219], which indicates a converged
material response is only achieved when a larges enough SERVE is used. For those
simulations having less grains, increasing amount of scattering are commonly observed
as shown by Pinz et al. [220]. On the other hand, from the perspective of calibration,
the parameters used in current study is derived from dense polycrystalline tungsten
"spherical" grains, and a small adjustment of Hall-Petch coefficient may be needed
for the W coating in order to resemble the stress-strain responses in the current
experiments. Nevertheless, it will not change the observed deformation modes.
Regarding modeling of the intergranular fracture using CZM, it should be pointed
out that three major assumptions were made in the current study. First of all, the
voids distributed along GBs are not directly accounted for in the simulations. Instead,
they are treated as part of the interface. This treatment helps mitigate the enormous
total number of elements that would be required to properly mesh those very small
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void features along the grain boundaries. On the other hand, considering the focus
of the current study is on the structural response of the micropillars, the major effect
of these voids is to weaken the GB, thus, it could be appropriately captured through
a modified GB constitutive relationship.
Secondly, a uniform distribution of GB property is assumed in this study, which
is due to the inaccessibility to a full 3D high resolution microstructure information of
the void distribution in the microstructure. In the future, once such data is available,
the distribution of the pre-existing voids could be investigated and its effect can be
incorporated into the simulation through a variation of CZM parameters.
At the end, it should be mentioned that there is certain amount of space to im-
prove the current CZM to study the fracture. In the above simulations, damage
initiation stress along normal direction is chosen based on the micro-cantilever deflec-
tion experiment, whereas damage initiation stresses along two shear directions were
assigned a same value as to the normal direction. This assumption works well because
the mode I fracture dominates, however, for more complex loading conditions, they
should be determined through experimentation. Beyond the above improvements on
current triangle-shaped CZM, on the other hand, a more sophisticated CZM might
need to be developed to better represent the constitutive response of the GBs in the
W coating.
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4.7 Summary of the Image-based CPFEM
simulations
An image-based CPFEM framework is presented and utilized to investigate the
thermo-mechanical responses of the W micro-architectured tungsten coating. The
chapter starts with a finite deformation crystal plasticity model, which is based on
the kink-pair mechanism and Taylor hardening law, followed by the detailed illus-
tration of its numerical implementation into Abaqus/UMAT. Then, the procedure
of Quasi-3D microstructure generation is discussed, which is achieved by extruding
2D microstructure created using the grain size statistics obtained from the EBSD
IPFs presented in Chapter 2. A cohesive zone model is incorporated to mimic the
constitutive response of the porous grain boundaries in the coating with parameters
that were estimated from the micro-mechanical characterization. CPFEM simulations
of micro-compression experiments are systematically conducted at various tempera-
tures with different crystallographic textures and microstructures. The simulations
show good agreement with our experimental observations, including the mechanical
strength, post-yielding response, and failure mode. Thus, they were used to elabo-
rate the interplay between temperature and fracture of the W coating. Moreover, it
is believed that the observed scatter in flow stress is primarily attributable to the
crystallographic differences among the tested micropillars. Finally, this suggests a
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stronger crystallographic texture could help to suppress of the brittle failure at low
temperatures.
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Concluding Remarks and Suggested
Future Directions
5.1 Summary of Research
The experimental and computational results presented in this thesis offers an in-
depth understanding regarding the microstructure and thermo-mechanical properties
of the micro-architectured W coating. The key results and findings are summarized
here.
The microstructural analysis reveals that the coating is multi-layered and each
individual micro-pattern is composed of columnar grains with an mean in-plane di-
ameter of ∼1 µm as measured from the top surface. In addition, large number of
pre-existing voids are presented at grain boundaries, which are introduced by the con-
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trolling the CVD process parameters to alleviate thermal stress buildup during ther-
mal cyclic loading of the coatings by allowing free expansion. At room temperature,
by means of microcompression experiments of different micropillar sizes fabricated
into the coating, a size-dependent response and transition in deformation modes is
observed. Smaller micropillars show a higher strength and large strain burst followed
by catastrophic failure governed by intergranular fracture assisted plastic buckling of
the limited number of grains that comprise the microcrystal. Larger micropillars also
show intergranular fracture, however, they exhibit a continuous hardening response,
which is attributed to the restriction in the lateral movement of the columnar grains
by other grains in the specimen.
In addition, the thermo-mechanical response is characterized using high temper-
ature in situ scanning electron microscopy (SEM) microcompression experiments.
The material exhibits a strong temperature dependence in the stress-strain response
and deformation mode. The low temperature intergranular fracture and buckling
of individual columnar grains is observed to be gradually suppressed with increas-
ing temperature due to the enhanced plasticity. In addition, the catastrophic failure
shortly after the onset of yield is shown to transition to steady hardening with fur-
ther straining. A physics-based model is also proposed to predict the strength of the
coating that takes into account for the effect of testing temperature and grain size.
Our experiment indicates these micro-architectured coatings demonstrates a great
combination of excellent strength, reduced internal thermal stress, and dramatically
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improved defect tolerance capability.
Finally, Image-based CPFEM simulations of the thermo-mechanical response of
the W coatings were carried out to examine the experimentally observed temperature-
dependent deformation mode transition. The simulations successfully capture the
stress-strain responses, deformation behaviors reported in our micro-mechanical ex-
periments. Moreover, the effect of temperature, crystallographic orientation, mi-
crostructure, etc. on the deformation has been systematically investigated. In the
process, grain boundary properties, which is inaccessible through experimentation,
were estimated using a cohesive traction-separation law. The simulation suggests im-
proved structural integrity or load bearing capability can be achieved by introducing
stronger crystallographic texture with more uniform grain size distribution during the
CVD process.
The mechanism-based understanding developed upon this experiment-simulation
approach can greatly accelerate future development of such coatings and contribute
to the approach of "material by design".
5.2 Suggested Future Directions
The research activities described in this thesis are the very first steps toward
developing a comprehensive understanding of such a wide range of micro-architectured
refractory coating. Due to the current limitation on microstructral characterization,
micro-mechanical testing, and computational power, certain amount of simplification
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and idealization were made. In this chapter, a few future activities are proposed
toward an improved understanding of such newly developed coating.
5.2.1 3D Microstructural Characterization
Understandings and simulations in current study were developed based on 2D
characterization. It has been shown that 3D microstructures will offer richer informa-
tion that will benefit both experimental understandings and simulations [221]. This
could be achieved by tomographic reconstructions which includes micro-machining
of the surface, with simultaneous secondary electron (SE), Electron Back Scatter
Diffraction (EBSD) and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) analysis [222–224].
Considering the low sputtering rate and small grain size of the coating, a system
which is capable of fast material removal and high quality surface finish to allow for
rapid high spacial resolution mapping is necessary (e.g., the TriBeam system [94] that
combines femto-second laser and FIB inside an SEM). The expected outcomes are:
• obtain a full 3D microstructure of as-processed and plasma exposed W micro-
architectured coatings
• determining the statistics of the 3D grain size distributions and crystallographic
texture
• determine the characteristics of the grain boundaries and the distribution of
grain boundary voids that are formed during the material processing phase
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• obtain digitalized 3D meshes of the microstructure for subsequent 3D microstruc-
turally based simulations
5.2.2 Potential Experimental Directions
On the experimental side, we have carried out micro-compression experiments up
to 673 K at a quasi-static strain rate of ∼10-3. However, considering its high melting
point and cryogenic applications, it is compelling to develop knowledge at a wider
temperature and strain rate regime.
Our experiments indicate that the failure is dominate by intergranular fracture,
and it is known that W exhibits limited plasticity at low temperatures due to the re-
stricted mobility of screw dislocations. Therefore, it’s very likely there is a transition
from intergranular to transgranular fracture at cryogenic temperatures. At the same
time, it is meaningful to study the deformation at elevated temperatures where mul-
tiple mechanisms could be activated, including creep and diffusion. Both activities
requires significant further development of the current testing system to address the
engineering issues, for example, thermal drift, tip material, oxidization, etc..
Beyond the realm of temperature, understanding the strain-rate dependency is
of scientific and practical interest. Although there are certain amount of literature
that reports on the behavior for pure tungsten, this knowledge will less likely be
directly transfered into the understanding such coating for its unique microstructure.
Split-Hopkins pressure bar experiments are widely used to test dynamic mechanical
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responses up to a strain rate of 103 s-1, however, consider the physical dimensions of
the coating, this approach may not turn out to be a practical option. An ideal and
direct continuation would be to simply extend the strain rate in micro-compression
experiments, and a recent development on th relative apparatus has demonstrated by
Guillonneau et al. [66] and has been shown to be able to a strain rate of 100 s-1.
To reach an even higher strain rate regime and mimic those seen in high-speed
collisions and particle impingement in aerospace applications, there are a few micro-
scopic high throughput ballistic test that have been developed. Phani and Oliver [68]
has demonstrated a novel nanoindentation method using a combination of step and
constant loads. For an even higher strain-rate, the recently developed laser induced
projectile impact test (LIPIT) could be an promising candidate to an strain rate up
to an astonishing 108 s-1 on micro-sized samples [225, 226]. It has been shown that a
number of deformation mechanisms (e.g., for example, amortization and nanocrystal-
lization) beyond dislocation slip start to active at such ultra high strain rates [227].
Finally, it is meaningful to extend the ongoing studies to thermo-mechanical dam-
age after having been exposed to plasma consider its application on the plasma facing
components.
5.2.3 Potential Modeling and Simulations Directions
Regarding the simulation, a number of idealizations and approximations were
made in this thesis to develop a qualitative connections with our experiments.
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Current simulation volumes are obtained by extrusion of 2D EBSD IPFs with 3
assumption: (1) grain boundaries are perfectly straight (2) defects are not explicitly
represented in the simulation volume instead they are modeled as the constituent of
the brittle "grain boundaries" (3) all grain boundaries have same properties. To make
the result better connect to the experiments, a more real description of the complex
microstructure and properties of the constituent element is of critical important and
the suggested activities were described in Section 5.2.1.
The present crystal plasticity model has demonstrated the capability to capture
the deformation observed in experiments. However, the constitutive relations based
on kink-pair theory, the Taylor hardening law,the and Mecking-Kocks model is phe-
nomenological and general, which provides limited atomistic level description of W
and highly dependent on calibration. Thus, to better model the macroscopic re-
sponse of tungsten, a few mechanism should be considered including the non-Schmid
effects and the thermally-activated screw dislocation slip [228–230]. Incorporating
these mechanisms requires better atomistic level understanding from DFT and MD
calculations. Finally, the deformation is very inhomogeneous, and thus the effect of
geometric necessary dislocations (GNDs) should also be considered [231].
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